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Education is human-centered and human-driven. Its purpose is to support and shape young people as they grow, and to move our nation closer to our social ideals of equity and opportunity. At its core, education is not a set of policies or technical structures. It is the young people, educators, families and leaders who comprise our communities. Any conversation about improvement and innovation in education must, therefore, focus on people: what we are asking them to believe, what we are asking them to do and how we will support them.

This is a paper about people. Specifically, this is a paper about engaging and enabling educators to play new roles and take new leadership in the paradigm shift between traditional and competency-based education: a system of learning designed to ensure that all learners are prepared with the knowledge, skills and dispositions to be successful lifelong learners.

This paper re-envisions professional practice, learning and development for competency-based education. It describes a teaching profession that is equity-oriented, learning-centered and lifelong, and details strategies that can help realize this paradigm shift. Throughout, the paper builds on exemplars of success across the nation and explores how communities can work together to coordinate and sustain complex systems change.

The paradigm shift to competency-based education will not be solely technical. Technical changes are complex, but can be navigated with existing knowledge and know-how. The shift to competency-based education will be adaptive. It will require shifts in beliefs and values. It cannot be undertaken with existing knowledge alone, and so it will require learning at all levels, from the classroom to the boardroom. And it cannot be managed by leaders alone. It will require the people most closely engaged in learning and teaching - young people, educators, families and communities - to lead the learning and lead the change.

This paper begins with a reflection on adaptive change, exploring the questions, “what is the purpose of competency-based education?” and “what traditional beliefs and values does competency-based education challenge? What core assumptions about the teaching profession must we confront and shift if we want to transform it?” After engaging with these questions, the paper explores specific technical changes needed to actually shift professional culture and practice at scale. The paper seeks to answer the questions, “what systems, structures and policies do we need to put in place to support a paradigm shift in teaching practice?” and “how can educators, young people and communities lead this work?”
BACKGROUND

Competency-based education is gaining momentum and visibility across the nation as more and more states, districts and schools turn to competency-based practices to address systemic inequities. Competency-based districts and schools may differ based on local vision and context, but all confront problematic practices ingrained in traditional education systems. They seek to develop inclusive classrooms and schools, set common high expectations for all learners, implement systems to meet learners where they are with timely and differentiated supports, develop learners’ agency, and facilitate personalized and authentic learning.

Educators have played and continue to play a vital role in the design, development and growth of competency-based education systems. They have guided the development of new instructional practices, managed change processes and partnered with communities to facilitate collaborative learning. Where competency-based education is most successful it has been driven by innovative teams of educators; its progress and growth has relied on the leadership and hard work of these pioneers. However, this reliance is not sustainable. Growing and continually improving competency-based education across the nation will require increasing the number of educators who are competency-based practitioners and improving instructional quality at scale. To address the dual challenges of shifting educational practice and improving instructional quality, leaders will need to continue to sustain the efforts of leading educators. Leaders will also need to engage communities around the nation to take part in the movement, inspire new educators to take on the challenge of shifting to competency-based practices and build the systems that spread and sustain these efforts.

Years into the competency-based education movement, the field knows a good deal about what it takes for educators to be successful in competency-based systems. Successful competency-based systems and support organizations have developed frameworks describing critical educator knowledge, skills and dispositions. And, there are many examples of districts and schools investing in personalized systems of educator development and support. And yet as a field, public education continues to face numerous challenges that make it hard to develop, support and sustain the professional workforce needed to grow and sustain high-quality, competency-based education. The field of public education remains largely reliant on traditional means of preparing, developing, deploying and supporting educators. While there are pockets of success, there are few examples of systems that have normalized new ways of working to fundamentally change the ethos and practice of teaching.

To begin, American public education has always struggled to scale any meaningful improvements in learning and teaching. Richard Elmore offers one explanation: “The names of [innovations] change, and the intellectual traditions associated with particular versions of the practices ebb and flow. But, the fundamental problem remains: Attempts to change the stable patterns of the core of schooling ...are usually unsuccessful on anything more than a small scale. [...] The closer an innovation gets to the core of schooling, the less likely it is that it will influence teaching and learning on a large scale.”

Competency-based learning is an innovation that sits directly at the core of schooling; learning and teaching in competency-based systems are dramatically different from learning and teaching in traditional contexts. In many districts and schools, even those that are on the path to becoming competency-based, these teaching practices are still countercultural. Educators engaging in competency-based practice are often isolated and may find themselves inventing active workarounds to systemic and cultural barriers: misaligned preparation programs, professional development supports, evaluation systems, schedules, assessment practices and curriculum. Asking educators to make the transition to competency-based practices in spite of outdated systems and policies creates obstacles to quality and sustainability for even the most change-ready educators and leaders. And, it discourages many others from even trying.
Scaling competency-based practices will require changing expectations for teaching practice, changing how educators work and collaborate, and removing systemic and cultural barriers. This will take coordinated, systemic changes at many levels: state policy, higher education program design and credentialing, district systems and practices and others. To make these changes, leaders must engage and develop diverse constituencies who will support, enact and sustain vital changes. There are many exciting examples across the nation of leaders who have built political will and capacity to take on systemic changes. The challenge, then, is twofold: help other states and districts learn from these examples, and help pioneering leaders maintain the political will and capacity to sustain competency-based education at scale.

Those who envision a more equitable education system grounded in competency-based practice are called upon to develop systemic and sustainable approaches. Shifting professional practice must be core to these efforts. While shifting professional practice entails changes in policy and practice at high levels, it must also take root in the communities and classrooms where educators, learners and families interact every day. It must engage educators as learners and as agents of change rather than passive recipients of new policy or practice and seek to move educators’ hearts as much as their minds. This paper offers a vision and pathway for a paradigm shift led with and by educators, students and communities.

This paper is about supporting educators and engaging change processes that position educators as leaders. But it is not written for educators alone. Shifting professional practice through a participatory process will require significant shifts at multiple levels: individual, team, school, community, district and state. In this paper, we seek to help multiple audiences address the question, “what can I do to support this change, and where does that fit into a larger picture of systems change?” Specifically, we address the following audiences:

**State and district leaders** create vital systems, policies and context that shape professional practice. This paper can help them initiate or continue systems-level work to support new professional systems, including changes to policy, collective bargaining, educator credentialing and others. While it is true that policy alone is insufficient for deep and lasting changes in the teaching profession, it is also true that policy can either enable or block change processes. This paper will highlight specific policies that can support a paradigm shift in the teaching profession aligned to the purpose and needs of competency-based systems.

**Principals and educators** work collaboratively to lead school-level and network-level change. In competency-based education schools, educators and leaders share responsibilities for change and innovation and educators take on vital leadership roles. This paper can help school leadership teams with change efforts that are new or underway.

**Higher education, non-traditional pathway programs, technical service providers and consultants** are engaged in the work of preparing, credentialing and supporting educators. They can use this paper to identify new opportunities for educator preparation, credentialing and ongoing support. The paper will highlight opportunities for higher education, states, districts and schools to pilot and scale collaborative change efforts.

**Community leaders, stakeholders and activists** create and sustain the momentum needed for the transition to competency-based education. Communities set the vision and contribute expertise to change processes at all levels. Often, community voice creates the call to action for major change and is what sustains change processes through political turmoil. This paper will highlight opportunities for communities to play leadership roles in the shift to competency-based education.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

This paper is grounded in the following principles:

Changing professional learning and development requires a systemic approach. Professional learning and development are an interconnected system of parts: learning experiences, culture, systems and policies. Furthermore, professional practice is contextualized within organizational culture and structures; professional practice, learning and support must take place in the context of shared vision, distributed leadership, innovation and improvement practice and community engagement. School leadership is particularly vital to effective teaching. While this paper does not focus on school or district leadership, it recognizes and highlights how leadership can help or hinder efforts to support and sustain effective teaching practice in competency-based environments.

Professional learning and development are locally contextualized and will therefore vary in design and implementation. While there are common design elements and key components that unify all quality systems, this paper is not prescriptive. States and districts will consider local conditions when designing new professional systems. Schools will benefit from implementation and change management approaches to respond to their own communities and contexts. Rather than striving for system-wide homogeneity, this paper seeks to identify commonalities in intention and practice, and to learn from different local adaptations to leverage this variety for improvement at the systemic level.

It is critical that there be alignment between adult learning and student learning. Educators cannot be expected to do for students what they have not experienced for themselves. Thus, educators should be supported and developed in ways that reflect expectations for student support and development. Both educator and student learning should be informed by common design principles:

• Clear and shared definitions of student success (academic knowledge and skills, transferable skills and lifelong learning skills) and educator competencies (the specific sets of educator knowledge, skills and dispositions that are prioritized within a system);
• Grounding in equity: strategies to support success for all students and confront historical and institutional barriers;
• Grounding in the learning sciences: what we know about cognition, metacognition, development and engagement.

Continuous improvement is vital, both as a part of the transition to competency-based education and also as a part of competency-based education itself. Because competency-based classrooms, schools and systems are driven by responsiveness to student learning and development, these environments will always be changing. The professional systems described in this paper will continually evolve as they are brought to life, ideally through robust learning and improvement practices.
This paper is organized into five sections.

I. What is competency-based education?

II. What does teaching look like in competency-based education?

III. Envisioning the paradigm shift; reimagining teaching for competency-based education
   - Teaching as an equity-oriented profession
   - Teaching as a learning-centered profession
   - Teaching as a lifelong profession

IV. Mapping the paradigm shift; levers for systems change
   - Strategies for state, district, school and higher education leaders
   - Enacting pressure and support: roles for educators and communities

V. Conclusion and appendices
   - Glossary
   - Resources

Case studies, resources and reflection questions are woven throughout the paper. All are intended to help readers translate the big ideas presented in this paper into practice in their schools, districts, organizations and states.

- Case studies highlight good work being done around the nation. They represent exciting examples of the paper’s big ideas in practice. All are works in progress and are not intended to be read as ideal states, as it is valuable to learn from leaders’ reflection on the implementation process, continuous improvement and ongoing evolution.

- Resources are tools, research and case examples related to the paper’s big ideas and recommendations. Links to access resources can be found in the “Resources” Appendix to this paper.

- Reflection questions help readers reflect on current practice in their context, identify opportunities for action and engage in critical discourse about student learning, educator practice, culture and equity.
WHAT IS COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION?

Definition of Competency-Based Education

In 2011, innovators and leaders came together to develop a working definition of high-quality competency-based education. This competency-based education definition includes five defining elements:

1. Students advance upon demonstrated mastery.
2. Competencies include explicit, measurable, transferable learning objectives that empower students.
3. Assessment is meaningful and a positive learning experience for students.
4. Students receive timely, differentiated support based on their individual learning needs.
5. Learning outcomes emphasize competencies that include application and creation of knowledge, along with the development of important skills and dispositions.

Please see the Glossary Appendix for clarification of key terms related to competency-based education.

Distinguishing Features of Competency-Based Education

Competency-based practice has evolved since the field first defined it in 2011. While the original definition remains relevant, leaders in the field have deepened it by identifying ten features that distinguish competency-based education from traditional education. These features can be organized into three categories: culture, pedagogy and structure. Key features are also described in greater detail in the report Levers and Logic Models: A Framework to Guide the Design of High-Quality Competency-Based Education Systems.

Collectively, the features below represent the field’s vision for quality in competency-based systems. While a few districts and schools are on their way to becoming fully competency-based, most are still exploring, designing and working toward quality at scale. Even the most developed competency-based districts and schools will share that they are still learning, refining and improving.
Culture

1. Commitment to ensuring all learners master learning expectations. Becoming competency-based requires a north star. Districts and schools need a clear vision of preparing all learners for lifelong learning success, and it is critical that their vision reflects local context, conditions and values. Leaders at the district and school levels work with their communities to develop and continually revisit a shared vision, proactively and meaningfully engaging stakeholders who have been historically marginalized and dedicating ongoing time and energy to ensure authentic support. Educators and learners internalize the shared vision and use it as they continuously reflect on the purpose and value of their daily actions.

Competency-based districts and schools commit to dismantling systemic barriers to equity and helping all learners succeed. They emphasize every learner’s potential to learn at high levels regardless of background, identity and prior learning experience. This is not mere lip service; competency-based systems develop policies, structures and practices to meet individual learners where they are, personalizing supports and monitoring progress and pace. Furthermore, they emphasize collective accountability and continuous improvement, rather than punitive accountability measures.

2. Empowering, inclusive cultures of learning. Competency-based districts and schools focus on culture with the same intentionality that they develop curriculum or create assessments. They put in place systems and structures that emphasize growth, inclusion and cultural fluency. They put equity at the heart of all that they do. They value empowered learners and adults and actively develop their agency. Drawing from the learning sciences, they maximize safety and belonging, intrinsic motivation and growth orientation.

Pedagogy

3. Emphasis on academic knowledge, transferable skills and lifelong learning. Competency-based systems look beyond narrow academic narrow definitions of student success that are limited to academic proficiency. They emphasize applying academic knowledge and skills to authentic contexts and creating new knowledge to help learners become adept problem-solvers and independent learners.

- Academic knowledge refers not only to mathematical and language proficiency, but also to deep understanding — what some call deep conceptual understanding in keystone concepts — that allow academic content to be transferred and applied.
- Transferable skills enable people to apply learning toward problem solving, complex reasoning and meaningful goals. These competencies include critical thinking, creativity, collaboration and others. They are often referred to as transferable skills, higher order skills or 21st century skills.
- Lifelong learning skills prepare learners to be independent, self-directed learners throughout their lives. These include foundational building blocks of wellness such as relational attachment and healthy self-regulation; mindsets and mental models such as growth orientation, self-efficacy and self-worth; and skills related to perseverance and autonomy. Intrapersonal skills, interpersonal skills, learner agency and non-cognitive skills are often included in definitions of lifelong learning.
4. **Relevant and authentic learning.** Pedagogy and learning design are grounded in the learning sciences, emphasizing relational support, intrinsic motivation and engagement. They are also grounded in equity strategies, including culturally responsive practice and Universal Design for Learning. Pedagogy and learning design embrace the idea that learning can happen anytime, anywhere and in many ways. Learning is not constrained to the classroom; learners extend their learning online, in community, in places of work, in institutions of higher education, in the home and beyond. Throughout, depth of learning is emphasized; learners have opportunities to extend and apply new knowledge toward meaningful goals.

5. **Timely and differentiated instruction and support.** Educators in competency-based schools meet learners where they are and use formative assessment to adjust instruction and customize instructional strategies for learners. Schools are careful to distinguish between meeting learners where they are and tracking; meeting students where they are does not mean putting students on paths with different degrees of challenge, rigor and expectation. Meeting students where they are means maintaining high expectations for all learners and developing personalized growth trajectories for each learner to articulate how they will advance toward mastery. Educators use formative assessment to support learning and monitor progress and pace. Timely and differentiated supports ensure that learners have the resources they need to build foundational knowledge and skills, address learning gaps and make adequate progress toward learning goals.

6. **Assessment for and as learning.** Assessment is meaningful when it is embedded in the cycle of learning, and integrated into authentic and relevant learning experiences. Formative assessment provides timely feedback that helps learners practice, revise and master learning objectives. Formative assessment also helps educators adjust instruction and guides their professional learning. Assessment is not punitive; rather, it empowers and engages learners by equipping them with transparent, timely, information about their progress. Assessment systems in competency-based districts and schools also emphasize deeper learning. Districts and schools build the capacity for performance-based assessments to ensure learners know how to transfer knowledge and build the higher order skills of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. They also adopt validation processes to ensure assessments are high quality, protected from bias and consistent with expectations.

**Structure**

7. **Consistent expectations for mastery.** Competency-based systems seek to reduce variability in what is to be learned, what it means to demonstrate mastery and how student work is evaluated. This is vital to ensuring equity; when educators are the final arbiters of student learning they may contribute — intentionally or unintentionally — to perpetuating inequitable outcomes for learners. Therefore, competency-based districts and schools create common understanding of what it means to demonstrate mastery of knowledge and skills and develop educator capacity to design for and evaluate mastery. Educators, leaders and students regularly calibrate this understanding, using moderation processes to ensure educators share expectations and assess evidence of learning consistently.

8. **Explicit, transparent expectations and progress.** A transparent and common continuum of learning, horizontally and vertically aligned to standards and/or competencies that reflect success outcomes, establishes shared expectations for what learners will know and be able to do at every performance level. Transparency motivates and empowers learners, who can guide their own learning when learning targets and expectations of mastery are clear. Transparency is also vital to equity, because it ensures that all parties—learners, educators, leaders, partners and families—have a common, reality-based awareness of where learners are in their learning and what can be done to support them.
9. Timely and transparent communication. Competency-based districts and schools define and share a transparent continuum of learning. This continuum shows all stakeholders the learning milestones that lead up to mastering graduation expectations. This practice helps all stakeholders, including students, families and partners, to be clear on what they need to learn, what proficiency looks like and the ways they can demonstrate learning. This learning continuum then becomes the backbone for the system of grading. Unlike traditional systems in which grading practices are highly subjective, grading policies in competency-based systems separate academics from behaviors and lifelong learning skills to ensure transparency and objectivity. Learners receive effective feedback and guidance on both. Students engage in additional practice and revision until they can demonstrate proficiency.

10. Advancement based on mastery along personalized pathways. Competency-based systems recognize that learners may need more time to learn concepts and skills deeply. If they have gaps in their mastery, scaffolding may be required to attain all the prerequisite knowledge and skills. More instructional support and time are provided if needed and learners advance when they are ready. Depending on the domains and learning targets, learners may be able to pursue personalized pathways forward rather than linear progressions. In competency-based systems, learners are truly prepared for future learning because their progress and credit are based on demonstration of knowledge and skill, rather than traditional proxies for learning, such as attendance or amount of time in class.
Competency-based education is a paradigm shift. It entails changes to fundamental policies, practices and structures, and it challenges many of the core beliefs and assumptions on which the traditional system of education has rested for decades. Inevitably this paradigm shift requires a parallel shift for educators: fundamental changes in teaching conditions and experiences and in the core assumptions that underlie teaching practice.

Concretely, the shift to competency-based education asks educators to make significant changes in their practice: what they do and how they do it. Becoming a practitioner in a competency-based environment entails behavioral change on a daily, hourly, minute-to-minute basis as educators try, test and refine new ways of working and ultimately integrate new approaches into the core of their practice. Competency-based education also entails changes to the role of educator itself. As districts and schools become competency-based, the responsibilities associated with being an educator change, increasing both in variety and complexity.

Too often, change efforts in education are top-down. They dictate what educators must know and be able to do and how they must work. Top down approaches view educators as frontline actors charged with making policy and practice reforms work in practice. But, they rarely integrate educator voice or expertise in their design and they place disproportionate responsibility on educators to make new reforms work while underestimating, undervaluing and under-resourcing the supports needed to help educators rise to new demands.

This paper tries to depart from the legacy of top-down approaches. Authors have engaged educator voice, ensuring that the vision of teaching put forward is a fair reflection of their experience and aspiration. Furthermore, the paper places emphasis not on telling educators what to do, but rather on helping systems leaders understand how educators are navigating change, what they can do to support them, and the systems changes that will be necessary to expand and sustain their efforts.

Evolving Educator Roles

Competency-based environments increase the variety of roles that educators play. This can seem overwhelming: increasing variety often means increasing role complexity. However, it can also be empowering. Educators in competency-based districts and schools have increased opportunities for specialization and leadership. Increased complexity entails the intrinsic rewards of increased mastery, autonomy, leadership and enjoyment. Leaders can manage increased role complexity by distributing teaching roles across teams of educators, partners and staff. Collectively, all roles are needed across a school to support student learning, but they are not all required of any one individual. If we expect every individual educator to take on all roles and responsibilities, we risk make teaching an unsustainable profession. The most successful districts and schools distribute roles and responsibilities across staff, developing leadership and instructional teams that work collaboratively to support student learning and deepen peer to peer learning.
What roles do educators play in competency-based systems?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT LEARNING - Supporting student learning and development.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Instructional Designer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Work with learners and colleagues to design and manage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personalized learning pathways aligned to competencies and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning progressions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Work with learners and colleagues to design learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiences (units, projects and tasks) that promote culturally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relevant learning, higher order thinking, enduring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understanding and opportunities for application and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 Design, integrate and implement differentiated and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>developmentally appropriate supports for all learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including language learners and learners with special needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Curate content that supports learning pathways and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiences and promotes voice and choice for learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 Engage learner voice and choice to engage learners’ intrinsic motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 Utilize a variety of instructional tools, strategies, and mediums to meet each learner’s needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 Utilize culturally responsive strategies to ensure inclusive learning environments and supports or all learners, including language learners and learners with special needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 Promote collaboration and peer learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.9 Support personal, social emotional and metacognitive development and guide learners toward independent mastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Learner Guide</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Engage learner voice and choice to engage learners’ intrinsic motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Utilize a variety of instructional tools, strategies, and mediums to meet each learner’s needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Utilize culturally responsive strategies to ensure inclusive learning environments and supports or all learners, including language learners and learners with special needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 Promote collaboration and peer learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 Support personal, social emotional and metacognitive development and guide learners toward independent mastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Learner Coach</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Build strong, supportive relationships with learners and families.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2 Support positive identity development, including positive gender, racial and cultural identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Create inclusive learning communities that help all learners feel accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4 Help learners develop their interests and aspirations and discover their potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Resource Manager</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Manage the use of instructional resources to maximize learning, including time, technology, space and materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Allocate resources through an equity lens to interrupt systemic inequities and ensure all learners have what they need to thrive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Integrate community assets, including families and partners, into learning as core resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 5. Evidence-Based Practitioner

5.1 Utilize multiple reliable forms of assessment as and for learning, including formative, performance-based and summative assessments.17

5.2 Utilize multiple forms of learner data to monitor each learner’s progress and pace along personalized pathways, to adjust instruction and to provide timely and differentiated supports.

5.3 Provide frequent feedback to support reflection, revision and extension of learning.

5.4 Collect multiple ongoing data points to monitor learning and pace and adjust instruction.18

## 6. Advocate

6.1 Identify and intervene to interrupt structural and systemic inequities in districts and schools.

6.2 Utilize strategies that identify and address social and emotional needs, including trauma-related needs, to improve physical, emotional and psychological health.

6.3 Help learners and families access resources to address social, emotional and psychological needs.

6.4 Give voice to learners’ and families’ concerns and defend their rights in spaces where traditionally marginalized and underrepresented communities cannot represent themselves.

## 7. Community Connector

7.1 Facilitate relevant, interest-based and connected learning in the real world through applied and authentic learning experiences.19

7.2 Communicate frequently with all learning stakeholders—learners, educators, families, learning partners and others—to support learning.

7.3 Utilize culturally fluent communications to build authentic cross-cultural relationships.

7.4 Work with learners, educators, families and higher education partners to promote college and career readiness, especially for historically underrepresented families and communities.20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INNOVATION AND IMPROVEMENT - Leading innovation and improvement efforts and supporting the growth and development of peers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1. Lifelong Learner** | 1.1 Value and demonstrate commitment to ongoing learning and improvement through a personal mastery lens, including a growth mindset and openness to learning through challenges.  
1.2 Identify personally meaningful professional learning goals that support and serve team-wide and school-wide improvement priorities.  
1.3 Demonstrate initiative and persistence along personalized professional learning pathways. |
| **2. Innovator** | 2.2 Explore, develop and deepen new classroom and school-wide strategies.  
2.3 Utilize reliable research methods and improvement structures to test the efficacy of new practices.  
2.4 Connect individual learning to school-wide innovation and improvement.  
2.5 Document and share learnings to support innovation dissemination. |
| **3. Facilitator** | 3.1 Support the design and development of personalized professional development.  
3.2 Support the facilitation of personalized professional learning.  
3.3 Provide peer coaching utilizing a formative assessment, observation, and feedback model. Model effective practice for peers to support their learning and development. |
| **4. Collaborator** | 4.1 Work alongside colleagues and peers to support data-driven, inquiry-based professional learning communities.  
4.2 Collaborate with colleagues and students to co-design learning pathways, experiences and assessments.  
4.3 Collaborate with families and community partners as key contributors to student learning. |
| **5. Change Leader** | 5.1 Lead implementation of innovation and change management processes. Work with distributed leadership team to create and continually refine strategy.  
5.2 Encourage and support school community and colleagues to navigate change processes.  
5.3 Effectively communicate change priorities and processes to learners, families and community partners.  
5.4 Take on specialized roles to support the expansion of curricular and extracurricular offerings in alignment with school vision (i.e. maker learning, STEM learning, community-connected learning coordinators, arts integration). |
Evolving Educator Competencies

As educator roles evolve, so will educator competencies. Educators need new knowledge, skills and dispositions to perform more complex work. Much thought has already been contributed to this topic; the field has produced multiple frameworks describing the competencies that educators need to be successful in competency-based schools. This paper synthesizes existing frameworks, research and input from educators and leaders.

As with educator roles, evolving competencies are increasingly complex. Could any one educator be expected to demonstrate all of the competencies listed? The short answer is no. Competencies are distributed. No one individual can be expected to demonstrate all competencies at proficiency all the time. Districts and schools can think holistically about the competencies needed across their teams to support student learning, and use this awareness to create balanced teams. This strategy supports distributed leadership, contributes to collaboration and peer-to-peer learning, and increases sustainability.

Additionally, readers may wonder what it means to develop competencies in a mastery-oriented profession. Are educators expected to “arrive” at mastery at some point in their career? Again, the short answer is no. Educators continuously develop and deepen competencies through practice over the course of their careers. Developmental approaches can include personalized goal setting and planning, opportunities for iterative practice, clear delineation between developmental observation/feedback cycles and evaluative processes, and evaluation processes that value and award personal growth.

Finally, educators and leaders clearly state that there is no single “right” set of competencies. Competencies can and must be customized to local conditions. What is important is not that all educator competency frameworks look alike, but rather that all systems define educator competencies that align to their vision and their expectations for learning and teaching, as well as to their definitions of learner competencies and outcomes. Systems should engage in a participatory process to define (and then continually reevaluate) the “right” educator competencies for their context and community. These will entail identifying foundational competencies that will be prioritized for all educators and calibrating definitions of what mastery in those competencies looks like in practice.
What are the competencies that educators need to be successful in competency-based environments?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KNOWLEDGE - An educator's body of knowledge that is used to inform instruction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1. Knowledge of self** | 1.1 Identities, values and beliefs;  
1.2 Mental models;  
1.3 Learning preferences;  
1.4 Interests, strengths and growth areas; and  
1.5 Personal biases and strategies to address bias. |
| **2. Knowledge of learners** | 2.1 Learner development;  
2.2 Brain development and developmental stages;  
2.3 Developmental differences;  
2.4 Strategies for supporting students with learning differences;  
2.5 Strategies for supporting language learners;  
2.6 Trauma-informed strategies; and  
2.7 Learner background, interests, preferences and strengths. |
| **3. Knowledge of learning** | 3.1 Learning sciences  
  • Cognitive;  
  • Metacognitive; and  
  • Social-Emotional. |
| **4. Knowledge of content** | 4.1 Competencies and the standards upon which they are based;  
4.2 Common, moderated understanding of what demonstrating mastery looks like;  
4.3 Awareness of common student misconceptions and challenges in content;  
4.4 Central concepts and structures within content area(s); and content progressions across multiple bands. |
| **5. Knowledge of pedagogy** | 5.1 Learning theory and pedagogical practice aligned to district and school expectations;  
5.2 Personalization;  
5.3 Strategies for supporting:  
  • Higher order thinking;  
  • Agency;  
  • Self-regulation;  
  • Metacognition;  
  • Social and emotional development; and  
  • Positive academic and personal mindsets. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KNOWLEDGE - An educator's body of knowledge that is used to inform instruction.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Design for mastery</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1 Design and/or utilize transparent, standards-aligned learning progressions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Design and/or customize multiple learning pathways with opportunities for differentiation based on learner need;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 Moderate to common understanding of proficiency;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4 Design learning units, projects and experiences; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5 Design experiences that are suited to different learning preferences and needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Universal design and cultural competency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 Create learning environments and experiences that are inclusive for neurodiversity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2 Create learning environments and experiences that support language learners; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3 Facilitate culturally relevant instruction that honors learner backgrounds;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Assessment literacy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Design and/or use formative assessment as and for learning;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Design and/or use reliable performance based and summative assessments;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.3 Utilize multiple measures (aligned to expanded definition of student success) to support continuous improvement and to adjust instruction; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.4 Promote learner voice and choice in selecting forms of assessment and demonstration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Learner engagement and ownership</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.1 Build authentic and meaningful relationships with learners;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2 Design and facilitate learning experiences based on learner interest;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3 Engage learner voice and choice;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.4 Support positive social and emotional development;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5 Develop self-regulation and self-management skills; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6 Guide learners to independent mastery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Flexible resource allocation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.1 Utilize technology as a learning tool;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2 Utilize space as a learning tool;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.3 Utilize time as a learning tool; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.4 Utilize community partners as learning tools.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 10. Personalization

- **10.1** Support multiple learning pathways based on learner needs, interests and strengths;
- **10.2** Provide appropriate level of challenge for each learner, leading to stretch;
- **10.3** Utilize differentiation and scaffolding to support each learner's progress;
- **10.4** Provide timely and differentiated supports; and
- **10.5** Provide rich feedback to support learner reflection, revision and extension.

## 11. Relevance and connection

- **11.1** Promote authentic collaboration, peer-to-peer learning and cooperation;
- **11.2** Facilitate real world, connected learning;
- **11.3** Support anywhere, anytime learning; and
- **11.4** Manage online and blended learning.

## INTRAPERSONAL - An educator's internal mindsets, mental models and orientations that inform their actions and behaviors.

### 1. Commitment to educational equity

- **1.1** Seek to understand and value learner identity and culture as assets for learning;
- **1.2** Publicly model belief in every learner's ability to learn at high levels;
- **1.3** Practice learner-centered decision-making;
- **1.4** Identify, name and address historical and institutional barriers to equity; and
- **1.5** Self-reflect to investigate personal power, privilege and bias.

### 2. Growth mindset

- **2.1** Publicly model commitment to learning through challenge;
- **2.2** Publicly model belief that performance and intelligence grow through effort; and
- **2.3** Persist through challenges.

### 3. Learning and improvement

- **3.1** Prioritize lifelong professional learning;
- **3.2** Utilize established improvement practices;
- **3.3** Reflect on personal growth and development; and
- **3.4** Seek feedback from learners, peers and leaders to support growth and development.

### 4. Innovation and change orientation

- **4.1** Communicate and model commitment to new visions for learning and teaching;
- **4.2** Explore, try and test new practices;
- **4.3** Utilize established innovation practices to evaluate new ideas; and
- **4.4** Take smart risks to innovate.
### INTRAPERSONAL - An educator's internal mindsets, mental models and orientations that inform their actions and behaviors.

#### 5. Critical thinking

5.1 Practice effective reasoning and analysis;
5.2 Practice systems thinking;
5.3 Practice creative thinking and problem-solving; and
5.4 Demonstrate sound decision-making.

#### 6. Leadership

6.1 Seek appropriate leadership roles and opportunities to take responsibility for student learning; and
6.2 Take necessary action to ensure learner growth, support peers and contribute to school improvement.

### INTERPERSONAL - An educator's social and relational skills that shape learning environments and inform collaborative practice.

#### 1. Relationships

1.1 Build culturally fluent relationships with learners;
1.2 Build culturally fluent relationships with the adults in learners’ lives; and
1.3 Build culturally fluent relationships with peers and colleagues.

#### 2. Learning environments

2.1 Design inclusive learning environments;
2.2 Design learning environments that promote peer-to-peer learning;
2.3 Create a positive, collaborative culture of learning.

#### 3. Partnerships

3.1 Identify and facilitate partnerships that promote connected and real-world learning;
3.2 Connect learners with supportive adults in the community to support learning and development; and
3.3 Collaborate with families as partners in learning.

#### 4. Collaboration and teaming

4.1 Partner with peers in key roles, including instructional planning, teaching, reflection and inquiry;
4.2 Seek and provide feedback and support to peers;
4.3 Collaboration: contribute to peers’ professional learning and practice through shared learning;
4.4 Distribute leadership roles on a team; and
4.5 Contribute to team learning and growth.

### Resources

**Case Examples**

- Educator Competencies for Personalized, Learner-Centered Teaching
- D51 Teaching and Learning Framework
- Building 21 Teacher Competencies
- Big Picture Learning: Met Advisor Competencies
- INACOL Blended Learning Teacher Competency Framework

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
Educators are taking on increasingly complex and varied roles as states, districts and schools make the shift to competency-based education. These shifts require educators to develop new knowledge, skills and dispositions and to integrate new ways of working into the core of their practice. Growing competency-based education to greater scale means asking more and more educators to make these changes while improving their instructional practice. Essentially, the field will tackle two simultaneous challenges: help more educators shift their practice and improve the quality of teaching at scale.

Competency-based education has gotten this far due in large part to the energetic efforts of innovative educators who are willing to shift their practice even when the systems, policies and conditions around them make it inconvenient and even risky to do so. But this is not sustainable. To move beyond pockets of success toward a paradigm shift - to improve teaching and learning at scale - the field cannot rely on the heroism of individual actors. The field must shift the context, culture and practice of teaching itself. Navigating a paradigm shift in professional practice will require commitments from systems leaders. First, to elevate educator and community leadership so they can effect change, not merely be affected by it. Second, to invest deeply in educator capacity to ensure they have the competency to take on the new roles and responsibilities we ask of them. And finally, to align systems and policies with competency-based practice so that we do not send mixed messages, asking educators to do one thing while implicitly valuing and rewarding the opposite.
A teaching profession aligned to the purpose and outcomes of competency-based education would be equity-oriented, learning-centered and lifelong.

- An equity-oriented profession is designed to ensure all students thrive and experience the broader purpose of education: deep, relevant knowledge and the capacity for lifelong learning. Student learning and professional practice are multicultural and inclusive. Educators, learners and communities form deep relationships and share power.

- A learning-centered profession supports educators in the continuous pursuit of personal mastery. Educators experience authentic learning that improves personal practice and the collective quality of teaching. Educators collaborate for the purposes of ongoing innovation and continuous improvement.

- In a lifelong profession, educators are rigorously and purposefully prepared to enter teaching. Educators share leadership and collaborate, and they have opportunities for meaningful advancement throughout the course of their careers.

This vision was developed in partnership with educators, leaders and activists who are deeply engaged in the work of competency-based learning and teaching. It is simultaneously aspirational and reality-based; aspirational because it does not exist anywhere in totality yet, and reality-based because it is grounded in research about human learning and development, and because elements of the vision can be found in practice in districts and schools across the country.
This section describes our vision for teaching in depth, addressing the following questions: “what would an equity-oriented, learning-centered lifelong profession look like in practice?” and “what strategies can bring these attributes to life at scale and with quality?”

Figure 2. Strategies for Transforming Teaching
Teaching as an Equity-Focused Profession

The National Equity Project defines educational equity: “Each child receives what he or she needs to develop to his or her full academic and social potential. Working toward equity in schools involves: ensuring equally high outcomes for all participants in our educational system; removing the predictability of success or failures that currently correlates with any social or cultural factor; interrupting inequitable practices, examining biases and creating inclusive multicultural school environments for adults and children; and discovering and cultivating the unique gifts, talents and interests that every human possesses.”

What Is an Equity-Oriented Profession?

In an equity-focused profession, all aspects of practice are designed to ensure success for all learners. Educators create multicultural and inclusive learning environments and are members of multicultural and inclusive professional communities. They investigate and address their biases and work in partnership with the community to disrupt systemic inequity.

Everyone is a learner, students and adults. Student and adult learning are integrally and intricately related, and they are at the center of all aspects of professional practice. Educators respond to the preferences, interests and needs of each learner with individually and culturally responsive practice, just as educators’ interests and needs are at the center of their learning and development. To meet learners where they are, educators are empowered with professional agency. To own their learning, learners are empowered with agency. To help design and develop new approaches to learning and teaching, communities are elevated as partners and co-creators. Schools have flexibility to personalize professional learning and specialize professional roles based on educators’ interests and needs. Each of these processes of agency, empowerment and flexibility require that power and leadership be shared between leaders, educators, learners, families and community partners.

Educational equity is not yet a reality. Many districts and schools using competency-based approaches to achieve more equitable outcomes have made gains, but none have fully closed gaps. Competency-based education is not a silver bullet, but it can be a powerful strategy for equity when it allows educators, leaders and communities to collaborate and provide learners with the right supports at the right time, foster learner voice and deepen learning and create systems of transparency and continuous improvement needed to work toward success for all.

What Would an Equity-Oriented Profession Look Like in Practice?

COLLECTIVE PURPOSE

Competency-based districts and schools share a common purpose: to ensure all learners are successful because of (not in spite of) their identity, background and prior learning. When teaching aligns to this purpose, it operates from belief that educators, learners, partners and families can work together to help all learners thrive. It is also grounded in the belief that thriving means more than gaining academic proficiency. Thriving means developing deep academic knowledge, the ability to apply that knowledge in meaningful ways and the skills and mindsets for lifelong learning. Thriving means developing young people’s interests and passions, building their self-efficacy and pride and helping them develop the tools to create the lives they want for themselves and their communities. Engaging with the broader purpose of education means helping learners develop their passions and engage the full array of their curiosities, knowledge and identities.

An equity-focused profession engages educators to embody and advance this broader purpose. Educators share collective responsibility for student success; they continually adjust, refine and adapt their practice based on learner needs with a commitment to personal mastery (“I will continuously grow and develop.”) and team learning (“Together we will improve.”) They seek to inspire learners to develop and engage their true interests and to feel pride in who they are. They step up as advocates for learners and families and they intervene to disrupt systemic barriers to equity. By necessity, educators understand historical and persistent inequities in education, and can assess how individuals, institutions and systems can either contribute to or disrupt inequities.
MULTICULTURAL INCLUSION
People need physical and emotional safety to learn, and they need to feel respected and included to feel safe. Equity-focused environments actively respect and include all members: learners, educators, families and partners. Respectful relationships form the foundation for inclusive practice. Educators, learners and families know one another deeply, building relationships through cross-cultural curiosity and respect, integrity and transparent communication. The mutual understanding developed in relationships allows learning to be personal, and the trust that is built allows power to be shared.

Equity-focused educators understand that to learn best, learners need to feel respected for who they are. This does not mean setting aside a day or week to celebrate a cultural group’s history. This means integrating history, identity, art, language and representation into learning environments and experiences. This means valuing diversity as an asset to learning, collaboration and creativity and demonstrating this value through daily behavior. Educators investigate their own mindsets and beliefs and seek to understand their place in systems of power and privilege so that they can effectively share power with others. They seek to understand learners’ backgrounds and identities and integrate these attributes into learning environments and experiences. Educators celebrate and represent learners’ social and linguistic patterns rather than reinforcing dominant ways of speaking and acting. They value attributes that are often labeled as deficits: they value language learners for being multilingual instead of labeling them “hard to teach” and they value the ways in which learners with “special needs” increase neurodiversity to create richer learning communities.

COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
In most education systems, the dominant culture concentrates decision-making power among a few individuals in formal positions of authority. In equity-focused systems, power and authority are shared between educators, students and communities. Educators and leaders create sustainable structures for collaboration with communities to address systemic barriers, design innovative alternatives and ultimately engage in cooperative implementation. This is vital to developing and sustaining shared goals and vision and also to the work of navigating systems change from the ground up.

Sharing power requires direct engagement with personal, institutional and historical barriers to equity. The dominant culture in most districts and schools reinforces problematic biases, power dynamics and privilege. In contrast, equity-oriented school communities facilitate courageous conversations to investigate, uncover and address barriers to equity. As a result, educators share power with learners as they guide them toward independent mastery. Leaders share power with educators as they support them on the journey to personal mastery. Districts and schools share power with families and community members who hold valuable insight and play key roles in authentic learning and who are empowered as partners in learners’ education.

Decentralizing power begins with connecting learning and teaching to community. Educators tap into the cultural and social assets of the local community and communities beyond to ground learning in students’ realities and to expose them to valuable social and cultural capital. Schools become porous; they engage community as partners in planning, in learning, and in ongoing improvement. To enable this way of working, districts and schools use hiring practices that prioritize the mindsets and skill sets needed to build culturally fluent relationships with learners and families, and professional learning continues to develop this skill. School day and school year calendars allow time for relationship building and community partnership, allowing educators and learners to connect with families and communities.

Resources
Research
› In Pursuit of Equality: A Framework for Equity Strategies in Competency-Based Education
› Designing for Equity: Leveraging Competency-Based Education to Ensure All Students Succeed
› Quality and Equity By Design: Charting the Course for the Next Phase of Competency-Based Education

“The decentralization of power - distributed leadership, increased student agency, personalized learning, stakeholder engagement - is based on the idea that “we are smarter than me.” This is not a trite aphorism, but a sincerely held belief.”

- Gary Chapin, Senior Associate, Center for Collaborative Education, 2018
What Strategies Can Bring an Equity-Oriented Profession to Life?

1 - ELEVATE LEARNERS, EDUCATORS AND COMMUNITIES AS PARTNERS

Districts and schools create equity-focused culture by enacting formal processes to elevate learners, educators, and communities as partners. Collaborating with stakeholders is vital to specific improvement and problem-solving processes and also to ongoing leadership and improvement. In other words, leaders engage stakeholders as partners when embarking on new programs or initiatives and in the ongoing practices of running districts and schools. Often, this begins with engaging voices: soliciting input, perspective, and feedback from multiple stakeholders. However, partnership goes beyond engagement. Engagement is transactional; it involves the exchange of information or resources. Partnership is deeper; it involves sustained relationships, collaboration, and sharing power.

Leaders can elevate multiple stakeholders as partners in several ways.

- Engage communities to set the vision for competency-based education. Listen to families’ visions for their children, to educators’ aspirations for learning and teaching and to employers’ and community leaders’ visions for future workforce and civic needs. Involve stakeholders in the processes of setting goals, identifying improvement priorities and defining strategies.

- Tailor outreach and engagement efforts to identify and include the voices that have been historically marginalized or excluded. Families and leaders who have had negative experiences with the education system may not answer an “all call” for community partners. Often, they will need to be approached, invited, and included through customized and culturally responsive efforts.

- Practice timely and transparent communication. Share messages that allow stakeholders to understand and connect with proposed changes, prioritizing culturally responsive language and utilizing accessible media. Reflect on progress along the way, sharing successes and reflecting on challenges to build trust.

- When input and feedback are needed, utilize surveys, interviews, focus groups, and technical advisory groups to engage multiple voices. Deepen input by utilizing human centered design methods such as shadowing or observing educators’ and learners’ day-to-day experiences. Human-centered design can reveal new insights about values, assets and needs.

- Create design teams to co-create new schools, initiatives, or strategies. Ensure teams have ample time and resources to form relationships, engage in real learning, wrestle with new ideas, challenge assumptions and iterate on proposed designs. Ensure that collaborative design teams are not merely symbolic; create formal structures and processes for reviewing, evaluating and integrating their designs.

- Integrate community organizations, community leaders and families as partners in learning. Community-based projects, work-based learning and internships, concurrent enrollment and mentorship opportunities can meaningfully integrate communities as learning resources.

- Create formal governance committees and task forces to allow educators, learners and communities to provide vital input into ongoing strategy and problem-solving.

“Community engagement can help to overcome mistrust and build the mutual respect that is needed to create a culture of learning. In most districts, there are segments of the community that have either had bad experiences in school or have historically been underserved and disrespected by school systems. Districts must create a space for people to talk about what they want for their children, have honest conversations about the current academic achievement levels and graduation rates, and share their fears.”

- Chris Sturgis, Engaging the Community, 2016
2 - MITIGATE INDIVIDUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS TO EQUITY

Educational equity is actualized when educators and leaders engage in the work of interrupting inequitable practices and designing more equitable alternatives. This work spans the individual and the institutional; it requires a coordinated, systematic and deeply personal commitment to examining and eradicating the biases that contribute to differential outcomes.

ADDRESSING BELIEFS AND BIAS

Becoming an equity-focused practitioner means having the courage to challenge previously held beliefs about who learners are, what it means to be an educator and even the very purpose of education. Becoming an equity-focused system means having the courage to investigate historical and institutional practices that perpetuate opportunity and achievement gaps. It means confronting the assumptions and collective biases that are built into systems, policies and the very ways that we organize learning and schooling. Individual and institutional biases are closely related. Individual bias is usually shaped by one’s experience within inequitable cultures and institutions. In turn, institutional biases are upheld by individuals whose daily behaviors give them life. Because of this reinforcing relationship, changing the dominant culture requires time, resources and support. Educators, learners and leaders engage in ongoing work to identify personal and institutional bias, understand their place in structures of power and privilege and work with communities to address barriers to equity.

Districts and schools can take proactive approaches to mitigating individual and institutional inequity. This starts with vision and leadership. Leaders at all levels speak often and speak passionately to the shared vision that all students will thrive. They show the courage to surface challenges related to personal and institutional bias and address these challenges with collaborative, solutions-oriented approaches. Leaders provide space and time for community conversations, allocate resources for robust and high-quality capacity-building culturally-responsive practice, and they utilize established protocols to help educators investigate personal and institutional biases.

This is not easy work, and many adults will demonstrate resistance: denial, avoidance, anger, or shame. Sometimes those who resist or lag can be brought into the fold with time, ongoing support and the chance to see educators who model inclusion be recognized and celebrated. Ultimately, however, committing to inclusive practice is non-negotiable. While it may not be a prerequisite, it is vital to successful professional practice and effective influence on student learning. If beliefs and biases are not addressed, real change is not possible.

BUILDING A DIVERSE AND REPRESENTATIVE TEACHING WORKFORCE

Racial diversity in the workforce benefits every business, organization and industry; the same is true for education. There is ample evidence that students of color benefit from learning with educators who reflect their personal and cultural identities.
Learners who have educators with the same racial identity experience fewer disciplinary incidents. Educators of color form strong and trusting relationships with students of color, which contribute to deeper learning. And, educators of color often serve as advocates for students and families, helping them navigate education systems. While the families who attend America’s public schools are increasingly non-white, the vast majority of educators remain white. This gap is an ethical issue and a practical one; we believe that learners of color deserve the opportunity to learn with and from educators of color, and we know that they will do better in school and in life when they do. Competency-based systems can deepen equity-focused practice by placing priority on hiring, supporting and retaining educators who reflect and relate to the students they teach and creating inclusive professional cultures for all educators and staff. Leaders can achieve this with a variety of strategies.

- Coordinate initiatives at the state and district level to prioritize the recruitment, hiring and placement of educators of color. Set clear and transparent goals and publicly monitor progress toward these goals.
- Form partnerships with local universities and preparation programs to build more diverse pathways. Partner with local government leaders to ensure affordable housing and living conditions for educators.
- Investigate current recruitment, selection, placement and evaluation practices for evidence of bias that would discriminate against educators of color. This is important in higher education, district and school-level practice.

DISTRIBUTING EDUCATORS WITH AN EQUITY LENS

Systems leaders can approach educator placement and distribution with an equity lens. Ample research shows that students of color and students in poverty are far more likely to be taught by newer educators, less qualified educators and poorer performing educators than wealthy white students. There are potentially problematic assumptions in this research: not all new educators are bad, and educator qualification, certification and evaluation processes may have little to do with an educator’s actual ability. Nonetheless the point remains: our system perpetuates opportunity and achievement gaps by disproportionately assigning poor students and students of color to educators who are newer and/or less competent. A report by the Education Trust identifies five state-level strategies for disrupting inequitable teacher assignment: offer transparency about which students get which teachers; set public and accountable goals for eradicating disparities; provide resources to help districts eradicate disparities; facilitate improvement networks to help districts and providers problem-solve; and integrate teacher equity initiatives into the larger context of state, district and school improvement.

Resources

Tools
- Diversity Toolkit: A Guide to Discussing Identity, Power and Privilege
- Critical Practices for Anti-bias Education
- Courageous Conversations about Race
- Assumptions Wall
- The Ladder of Inference
- Disruptive Equity Education Project

Research
- Diversifying the Teaching Profession: How to Recruit and Retain Teachers of Color
- Strengthening and Diversifying Teacher Recruitment Pipeline: Current Efforts
- Tackling Gaps in Access to Strong Teachers: What State Leaders Can Do
- Diversifying the Teaching Profession through High-Retention Pathways

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
3 - DEVELOP CULTURES OF INCLUSION AND LEARNING

Cultures of inclusion and learning promote optimal learning for students and educators alike. Educators need to experience belonging to cultivate it for learners, and learners need to see educators modeling behaviors that reflect a respect for diversity. Districts and schools can allocate resources and time to developing educators’ capacities to build strong relationships with students and families, prioritize diversity and representation in hiring and actively promote inclusive culture among educators and staff.

FOSTERING DEEP RELATIONSHIPS

Competency-based education is rooted in deep relationships that promote inclusion and learning. Educators get to know learners’ interests, prior learning experiences and future goals. They form relationships with learners’ families and with important figures in learners’ extended communities. Learners and families know and trust educators and leaders. Leaders take time to know their staff, understanding their interests, specializations and motivations. And educators know one another well; they invest in one another’s growth and development and demonstrate the trusting behaviors that are vital for meaningful collaboration. Relationships are the foundation for personalization and collaboration.

Developing relationships does not happen by accident. Developing deep relationships requires intentionality. Leaders and educators can build structures and supports for relationship-building with the same focus and purpose as any other aspect of learning and teaching. The following structures and supports can support relationship-building at all levels.

• Identifying relationship-building as a vital competency for all educators. Prioritizing it in hiring practices to ensure that educators see it as part of their core work to know learners, families and one another.

• Allocate time for relationship building. Ensure that school year calendars include time for getting to know learners and families. Ensure that school day calendars allow time for community connection, rituals and routines and social learning. Advisory structures, homerooms, elective learning blocks, mentorship opportunities and other structures can ensure time for relationship-building as a core part of the school day and learning experience.

• Provide educators with opportunities to deepen their knowledge and skill in the area of relationship building. Offer opportunities for professional learning related to culturally responsive practice and ongoing coaching and feedback on educator-learner communication, engagement and connection.

• Integrate learner voice into educator reflection, development and evaluation. This can increase transparency and trust and ensure educators understand how learners actually perceive them.

“Learning experiences must reflect and validate students’ personal and cultural identities and experiences to build positive identity and pride. They must promote awareness of, comfort working with and affiliation with other personal and cultural backgrounds different from one’s own. Likewise, professional culture must respect and validate the personal and cultural identities of teachers and staff. Equity-oriented systems will seek to hire teachers and leaders who share their students’ cultural identities and life experiences, and to ensure that these educators have equitable opportunities for voice and leadership.”

- Katherine Casey and Chris Sturgis, Levers and Logic Models: A Framework to Guide Research and Design of High-Quality Competency-Based Education Systems, 2018
PROMOTING INCLUSION FOR EDUCATORS

To form relationships and cultivate inclusive environments with learners, educators need to experience inclusive and relational environments themselves. School leaders play important roles in cultivating these environments. It is important that they investigate current school climate for educators, particularly for educators of color. Leaders can engage educator and community voice to get a clear picture of existing biases that contribute to inhospitable or exclusive professional culture, and then they can take steps to ensure educators of color are supported and included, that they have equal voice in school-level decision-making, and that they are supported to have pathways for advancement.

Case Study: Launch Network

Launch Network is a choice-based micro school program operating inside a neighborhood elementary school in Denver, Colorado. Launch’s mission is to close equity and opportunity gaps by creating holistic, personalized, student-centered communities for families who want an exceptional education. Launch pursues this mission by operating a whole child, whole family, whole year educational program. Launch offers a personalized learning environment through a 6:1 student-teacher ratio and organizes learning around a holistic set of competencies: Health, Knowledge and Skills, and Real World Application.

Launch opened its doors for its year one pilot in August 2017. Lead teachers quickly realized that they were not prepared to engage students and families with a history of negative experiences and marginalization in public education. Implementation suffered as a result, so the team called in a small number of Launch parents and community leaders from the surrounding neighborhood to help them better understand the challenges and redesign aspects of the Launch model. What emerged from this collaboration was a radically different learning environment. This new approach was anchored in a few big ideas.

1. Engage community leaders as educators - Launch flipped its school-day schedule to provide up to three hours a day for students to learn with educators from neighborhood community programs. Community educators could relate to students through common racial and cultural identity, and these relationships contributed to a culture of trust and support. Sade Cooper, Executive Director of Collaborative Healing Initiative within Communities, explains, “We’re able to sit down with the teachers and assess the objectives, and then complement what they do. We enhance that child’s learning in the classroom. We speak life into the kids and into their families. If you show up and you’re consistent they’re going to recognize that and respond to that. They see that we’re not quitting on them.”

2. Address trauma and support positive identity development - The Launch educator team, including both academic teachers and community educators, collaborated to provide holistic supports for students in the classroom. This work involved the adoption of new tools and techniques anchored in trauma-based practice. Moreover, it meant prioritizing positive identity development in the classroom. Working together, the Launch educator team created an environment that helped students who had never seen success in school begin to see themselves as strong, capable learners through a culturally relevant lens. Executive Director Justin Darnell describes the shift: “We knew...
identity development was important but we placed it second or third on the list. Now that’s changed dramatically. Identity development is not a curriculum. You don’t take it off the shelf. It is about a culture of relationships and relevance. Community educators use real language with kids. They talk about the neighborhood and what they’re doing on the weekends. They talk about expectations. Kids engage with them like the way they engage with their parents. Parents, too, had been advocating to us to have a classroom culture more akin to what they experience at home. Now we have a template for the student experience that is aligned to what is most familiar to them.”

3. Share power in the classroom - For the Launch educator team, collaborating in new ways meant stepping outside of traditionally defined roles. Mr. Darnell reflects, “I thought if you could just get the class size small enough and get the teacher close enough to the students, that would be enough. I had to admit early on that I was wrong. As a white educator I have to understand power and privilege and get out of the way when needed.” Site Director Sarah Rauenhorst reflects on changes to her role in the classroom, “What’s most different is that a lot of popular teaching frameworks set the central power broker in the room as the teacher. In our classroom I really try not to be the bearer of the power because I don’t want to reinforce systems of privilege. A teacher running the classroom is not going to build positive identity for students or help them develop agency.” Today, the Launch team engages in collaborative decision-making and shares power across the roles of academic teacher and community educator.

4. Co-create with parents - Early efforts at parent engagement were limited, and the team felt the impact of this gap: it exacerbated mistrust in the classroom and limited learning. Things began to change when the educator team engaged families as partners. As Mr. Darnell explains, this began with finding a few parents to be leaders. “We finally got parents engaged. We had parents on board to rally the troops. That’s when we started seeing the shift. That’s when we got parents to co-create.” When parents began to show up, the team was able to engage them as partners to address some of the challenges in the program. Parents were instrumental in redesigning the school’s behavior policy and school-to-home communication protocols.

5. Provide intensive supports for families - Even though there were improvements in the work with parents during the first year of the pilot, the team knew that there was more work to do. A “whole family” approach would need to go beyond engagement and co-creation. Many Launch families needed support: financial education, workforce development, access to mental health services, affordable housing and more. The team came together to design and pilot a new whole family model in which “care teams,” an academic teacher and a community educator, would provide case management support for families to help them set goals, access resources and monitor progress. The team recognized that doing this would first require establishing trust. As Ms. Cooper explains, “We have to build relationships first in order to have those conversations. We have to get to know them. It’s just communicating with parents in a different way. ‘Hey, let’s go out together. Let’s celebrate our kids.’ It’s small things.” The team will pilot this new approach in its second year.

Launch’s process of becoming a more relational, inclusive, and culturally relevant learning environment took root in a process of learning. Mr. Darnell describes his own process this way, “It takes a willingness to fail and to know that you don’t have all the answers. Even if you were successful somewhere else, you have to be willing to learn from failures where you are now. Patience is important. Know where you’re going and that it’s not going to happen overnight. Adapt and flex moment to moment and month to month. It’s not all about the outcome, it’s about the process.”
Culturally responsive instruction values learners’ identities and backgrounds, creates environments and experiences that promote success for learners of all backgrounds, and responds to the whole child. Culturally responsive teaching is not a reductive practice; it does not mean applying specific sets of teaching methods to different learners based solely on their race, class, language, or perceived ability. As Geneva Gay posits in *Culturally Responsive Teaching: Theory, Research, and Practice* (2010), “Culturally responsive teaching can be defined as using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them.” (p. 31)

Culturally responsive educators utilize established, research-based frameworks to tailor instruction and supports in ways that work for each and every learner.

Responsive education engages learner voice and agency. As Toshalis and Nakkula (2012) note in *Motivation, Engagement, and Student Voice*, “Time and again, research has shown that the more educators give students choice, control, challenge and collaborative opportunities, the more motivation and engagement are likely to rise.” (p. 27)

Culturally responsive educators design learning environments and opportunities that give students a stake in their learning by making it personally meaningful. Relatedly, responsive education is highly personalized and rigorous. Chris Sturgis and I write in *Levers and Logic Models: A Framework to Guide Research and Design of High-Quality Competency-Based Education Systems* (2018):

> Without falling into the trap of tracking, educators in competency-based schools begin with the concept of “meeting students where they are” and design instructional strategies for students based on their development, social emotional skills and academic foundations. They use these assessments of student learning and development to determine the supports that will be most effective in helping them learn and progress. Pedagogy and learning design for students and adults are grounded in the learning sciences and seek to embed equity strategies such as culturally responsive approaches and Universal Designs for Learning into the core of instruction.” (p. 6)

The big idea here is this: part of culturally responsive instruction is making sure each learner has the right level of challenge and stretch and the right supports at the right time. To avoid tracking, educators continuously evaluate learners’ progress and pace to ensure they are on their way toward key learning milestones. Educators also proactively create opportunities for learners to access rigorous learning, regardless of their prior learning levels. Challenge, deep learning and intellectual engagement are not reserved for learners who are already on grade level. Thus, becoming a culturally responsive practitioner requires that educators become culturally fluent and also that they have highly developed skills in data-informed instruction and learner-centered supports.

**DEVELOPING CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE EDUCATORS**

For many educators if not all, becoming culturally fluent and practicing culturally responsive teaching takes time and dedicated support. Individuals do not do this work on their own, they do this work with dedicated effort and in close relationship to their students and peers. State, district and school leaders can allocate time and resources to developing educators’ competencies, including work to address necessary shifts in mindsets, beliefs and bias.

- Identify culturally responsive practice as an educator competency. Prioritize this competency in hiring and other human capital decision-making.
- Design professional learning pathways and experiences that develop educators’ knowledge and skill in culturally responsive practice. Develop structures for ongoing feedback, including peer observation and learner feedback. Develop communities of practice to continually improve culturally responsive teaching.

“Educators cannot truly personalize instruction without carefully considering the ‘whole child’ – meaning current skill level, previous instruction, socioeconomic status, and race. […] Cultural responsiveness is not just a classroom thing. It is not merely a six-hour professional development topic. It is a critical tool in a highly-effective teacher’s instructional arsenal. Cultural responsiveness is about more than just race. Cultural responsiveness is about understanding how varying experiences impact students, about learning how to embrace diversity, and about fostering connections between school staff and the diverse populations they serve.”

- Dr. Joseph Ellison, Principal, Martha Layne Collins High School, Shelby County Public Schools, 2018
• Deepen educators’ self-awareness. Support structured reflection on cultural identity, power and privilege. Deepen educators’ cross-cultural awareness.
• Provide educators authentic opportunities to understand the history, art, language and other forms of cultural identity and expression that reflect their students’ identities.
• Deepen educator knowledge of learner development and learner difference. Provide opportunities for professional learning grounded in the learning sciences related to learner motivation, engagement, self-regulation and voice.
• Ensure educators understand rigor through a student-centered, equity-oriented lens.
• Ensure educators have the knowledge and skill to monitor learners’ progress and pace. Deepen educator knowledge of competency-based learning pathways and key learning milestones. Calibrate and tune educators’ understanding of proficiency. Develop educators’ data practices.
• Model culturally responsive practice. Provide opportunities for educators to see culturally responsive teaching in action. Evaluate district and school policies for alignment with expectations for culturally responsive practice, asking “Are we supporting and developing our educator with the same responsiveness that we want for students?”
• Engage communities to provide feedback about their experiences in schools, identify priorities for professional learning and facilitate learning experiences with and for educators.

COLLABORATIVE TEACHING FOR CONNECTED LEARNING
Culturally responsive competency-based learning can be deepened through collaborative approaches to teaching that enable connected learning. Collaborative teaching can enable interdisciplinary units and projects, promote personalization as educators work with different groups of learners and allow schools to integrate work-based, online and other forms of extended learning. Furthermore, collaborative approaches to teaching can help make teaching more sustainable; educators can share roles and responsibilities strategically, minimizing the load placed on any one person. Schools can take a number of approaches to collaborative, team-based teaching.

• In multi-age learning environments educators team teach learners across multiple traditional grade bands. Educators can strategically group students to meet them where they are in their learning and can increase individualized attention and support. Integrated classrooms are inclusive: they allow opportunities for younger and older learners to collaborate with older learners modeling behavior and language; for language learners to learn with and from native English speakers and teach their own native language; and for learners with identified disabilities to learn with and from learners who do not. Multi-age learning environments can have tremendous benefits for learners. They can improve behavior, cognitive development, language development and self-esteem.

• In interdisciplinary learning environments, educators team teach across traditional subject areas. Many schools approach interdisciplinary learning by allowing educators to co-design and co-teach cross-disciplinary courses, units, or projects: a course on the history of science or a project in which students design and build the set for a Shakespeare production. Educators might approach this as one course that is co-taught or as a close integration and coordination across courses. Schools might also consider arts integration or STEM integration, deploying arts or STEM specialists to team-teach with educators across a school.

• In community-connected learning environments, educators collaborate with community members to facilitate relevant and applicable learning. This might look like service learning projects in collaboration with community leaders, community-based projects or work-based learning and apprenticeship integrated into the school day and year. Educators team with non-traditional educators, those who are often relegated to after school, summer and informal learning realms.

FLEXIBLE STAFFING FOR CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE, CONNECTED LEARNING
Enabling collaborative teaching will often require leaders at all levels to rethink practices and policies that shape educator roles, responsibilities and behaviors. At the school level, leaders can develop human capital strategies and staffing structures that enable flexible and team-based teaching. Instead of organizing educators in identical “classroom teacher” roles, they can create more strategic organization charts with roles aligned to their visions for learning and teaching. These might include lead teacher, resident teacher, learning specialist and others. Leaders can flex resources like time and space to leave room for educators in these different roles to collaborate in ways that respond to learner needs.
At the district level, leaders may find that collective bargaining agreements stymie efforts to embrace team-based teaching by prescribing educator roles and practices according to specific and inflexible subjects, hours and responsibilities. Whereas people may worry that loosening regulations on teacher roles and responsibilities might put educators at a risk for being overworked or exploited, it can actually be a means of increasing opportunities for educator advancement, leadership and satisfaction. Labor can be a partner in advancing competency-based education by working with state and district leaders. Labor can be at the table when leaders define their visions for learning and teaching, develop competency frameworks for students and educators, and eventually rethink educator roles, responsibilities and pathways.

At the state level, leaders have opportunities to define educator roles and responsibilities in alignment with their visions for learning and teaching. In 2015, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) removed the Highly Qualified Teacher (HQT) provision in a departure from the original No Child Left Behind law. This move provided states with greater leeway in defining what it means to be a qualified educator and in setting expectations for certification. Undoubtedly, states will want to pay close attention to ensuring that educators have the requisite skills, content knowledge and clinical or practical experience for their roles. States will also want to keep equity in mind in establishing protections and incentives to ensure that the most marginalized learners and communities have access to the best educators, and that there are strategic pipelines in place for hard-to-fill subjects and positions. Still, this federal policy creates a window of opportunity for states to develop policies and expectations for teacher certification that align to an expanded definition of an educator. States can craft policy related to certification that support competency-based education by enabling flexible staffing models in which educators collaborating across content areas, including but not limited to their subject expertise, creating opportunities for work-based and community-based educators to share responsibility for student learning, allowing non-traditional educators to receive certification along alternative licensure pathways; and allowing educators to earn micro-credentials leading to additional certifications while in the classroom.
Case Study: Growth Through Connections

In 2017 Denver Public School’s innovation lab, the Imaginarium, launched a pilot program to increase educators’ capacity for culturally responsive instruction. Growth Through Connections (GTC) was designed in collaboration with Dr. Christopher Emdin, author of For White Folks Who Teach in the Hood...And the Rest of Y’all Too; Reality Pedagogy and Urban Education. Dr. Emdin’s culturally responsive pedagogy is grounded in strong student–educator relationships and focused on increasing higher order thinking and instructional rigor. Learn more about Dr. Emdin’s work here.

The GTC pilot launched with nine educators in four schools in February 2017. The pilot cohort convened for four whole group sessions which included a book study, group discussions and time for personal reflection. Each educator participated in two individual classroom observations and feedback sessions with a trained coach and one observation and feedback session with Dr. Emdin. The entire cohort participated in two local learning trips to local lab classrooms.

An impact evaluation conducted at the end of the four-month pilot evaluated educators’ growth in six areas: holding high expectations for students, using culturally relevant and higher order thinking language, modeling higher order thinking, using time to form relationships and deepen learning, using the physical environment of the classroom to promote cultural responsiveness and higher order thinking and promoting positive student-educator and peer-to-peer interactions. Educators showed statistically significant growth in five of the six areas, and overall growth in all six.

Overall, educators found value in the training experience and identified specific changes in their instructional practices. One educator shared, “I [used to think] ‘I don’t have time to waste.’ Now I realize time I invest in relationships pays off later. I’m giving them time to talk, share, ask questions of each other at the beginning. This makes the academic time more productive.” Another shared, “I was thinking it was my job to engage each kid, and when they didn’t engage, it was a power struggle. Now, I think kids have the ability to engage each other and invite each other to join in.” Of all the components of the program, educators identified the lab classroom visits and follow-up reflection as the most valuable part of the learning experience. Imaginarium staff concluded that “the GTC program shows promise as a mechanism for preparing and supporting educators to understand, appreciate and build strong, healthy relationships with their students, particularly students from a wide array of racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds.”

In 2018 GTC successfully served a second cohort of educators. In 2019 the Imaginarium plans to support two more cohorts, a total of 50 educators in Denver Public Schools. Read more about the Growth Through Connections program here.

5 - INCREASE FLEXIBILITY FOR LEARNER-CENTERED PRACTICE

Traditional educational and professional paradigms are hierarchical: decision-making is concentrated among individuals with the highest levels of formal authority, and decisions are “pushed out” to practitioners for implementation. By contrast, culturally responsive, collaborative instruction is learner-centered. Being learner-centered means being flexible at many levels. Learners and families have flexibility to pursue personally meaningful learning opportunities and self-direct as they guide their own learning. Educators have flexibility to design and curate curriculum, units and projects, to utilize assessment as and for learning and to provide timely learner supports. School leaders have flexibility to distribute leadership, deploy educators strategically, and personalize professional learning. District leaders have flexibility to engage communities in vision-setting processes and to lead adaptive change processes.

Flexibility is not always identified as a strategy for equity. In fact, advocates may worry that too much flexibility will lower oversight and accountability and increase variability in rigor and quality, thereby risking harm to traditionally marginalized learners. However, this paper defines flexibility as a strategy for equity because it is vital to sharing power in a learner-centered context. Schools cannot authentically share power with families and communities if they do not have the flexibility to respond
to their values, priorities and needs. Likewise, educators cannot meet learners where they are if they do not have the flexibility to adapt instruction, supports and resources. At the same time, it is important to balance flexibility with a rigorous attention to quality and outcomes. Districts and schools should operate under clear and common understandings of what it means to work with quality: clear articulations of strong instructional practice, comprehensive frameworks and rubrics for school quality, decision-making guides and implementation supports. And, districts and schools are held accountable to holistic measures of student growth and operational quality.

Systems leaders can promote equity and accelerate the shift to competency-based education by removing barriers to flexibility. Specific policies and regulations can inhibit flexibility at many levels, including strict state policies related to accreditation, assessment and accountability; centralized district management of curriculum and assessment; misaligned and inflexible human resource policies; antiquated IT systems that cannot accommodate school and classroom-level variation, and others. State and district leaders making the transition to competency-based education can increase flexibility and promote equity by addressing restrictive policies and moving instructional decision-making closer to schools. Often, identifying restrictive policies requires engaging those they impact: superintendents, school leaders, educators, learners and families.

Reflection Questions

1. How has your community been engaged in the vision, planning and implementation of competency-based education? To what extent have student, educator, family and partner voices been elevated? Have you made efforts to include voices that have been historically marginalized?

2. Have you identified systemic barriers to equity? If so, what efforts are being made to address them? If not, what can you do to identify them? How might you engage multiple stakeholders in an equity audit?

3. What is your system’s capacity for culturally responsive practice? Do you have common language and use common frameworks to define culturally responsive teaching? Do educators demonstrate instructional strategies that build positive identity and develop higher-order thinking for all students? What efforts are being made to increase this capacity at all levels: for educators, leaders and administrators?

4. Does adult culture reflect what you hope to create for learners? Do educators and leaders reflect the demographics of your community? Does professional feedback indicate that educators and leaders experience inclusion? Do educators of color have opportunity for advancement?
Teaching as a Learning-Centered Profession

What Is a Learning-Centered Profession?

In a learning-centered profession, all aspects of professional practice focus on growing and developing learners along personalized pathways. Just as systems are in place to support and develop student learners over the course of their educations, systems are in place to support and develop educators over the course of their professional careers. All aspects of professional practice align with the learning sciences and respond to the personal interests, needs and aspirations of student and adult learners.

Development is a process, not a destination. Learning spans the course of a lifetime, and professional development spans the course of an educator’s career as they try, test and extend new practices that help them improve student learning and advance equity. Like learners, educators pursue learning progressions along competency-based pathways and are met where they are with timely, differentiated supports. Their personal learning is rooted in student learning and closely connected to improvement at the team, school and system levels. Competency-based approaches are supported by growth-oriented and flexible systems of support, feedback and evaluation. For students and educators alike, teaching and learning are grounded in meaningful demonstrations of learning rather than seat time.

What Would a Learning-Centered Profession Look Like?

**PERSONAL MASTERY**

Personal mastery is a journey. When teaching is grounded in personal mastery, educators are deeply aware of their purpose as educators and approach challenges with growth orientation. Educators have opportunities to pursue personally meaningful goals, and they are supported as they learn from failure, question assumptions and meet challenges with curiosity. Personal mastery may be personal, but it is not exclusively individual. The term personal mastery comes from the study of learning organizations, which connects personal mastery to organizational learning.

There is a close relationship between educators’ pursuit of personal mastery and improvement at the team, school and district levels.

Educators on the road to personal mastery continually explore, try, test and refine new practices and strategies. Educators identify competencies and practices they want to explore, develop and extend. As they explore, they test new practices in small ways and at a small scale. As they develop, they practice new strategies and approach practice with purpose, engaging feedback from students, coaches and peers. As they extend, they deepen their competency by applying it in new ways and in new contexts, they disseminate their learning, and they step into leadership roles to develop competencies in others. Personal mastery thus creates a virtuous cycle, where educators’ individual learning and development feed their peers’ and partners’ learning and development. The virtuous cycle can be reflected in the continuous development of a single competency. Educators can continuously deepen knowledge and skill by repeating the explore, develop, extend cycle. It can also be reflected across a set of competencies. Educators will be working on different competencies in different times and in different ways. The cycle is virtuous because it is not only personal; as educators deepen their competency over time, their individual learning processes can be harnessed for collective improvement across teams and organizations.

**AUTHENTIC ADULT LEARNING**

In the traditional paradigm the ostensible purpose of professional development is increasing individual teachers’ performance, as measured by student test scores. The purpose of professional learning in a learning-centered paradigm is different: professional learning aims to improve teaching, both individually and collectively. Improving teaching means continuously

“People with a high level of personal mastery live in a continual learning mode. They never ‘arrive.’ Sometimes language, such as the term ‘personal mastery,’ creates a misleading sense of definiteness, of black and white. But personal mastery is not something you possess. It is a process. It is a lifelong discipline. People with a high level of personal mastery are acutely aware of their ignorance, their incompetence, their growth areas. And they are deeply self-confident. Paradoxical? Only for those who do not see the ‘journey is the reward.’ ”

deepening individual educators’ capacity for effective instructional practice. It also means creating systems for shared learning and dissemination, which allows personal growth to influence collective improvement.

Professional learning engages educators’ motivation and will to integrate new strategies and approaches into their instruction, to deepen their knowledge, and ultimately to improve their day to day practice. Professional learning is attentive to the whole learner and grounded in the learning sciences. It addresses beliefs and mental models, engages intrinsic interests and provides ample opportunity for cooperative and social learning. It focuses deeply on supporting teachers as they practice, not on telling teachers about new practices or the latest district changes. Professional learning gives educators the time, structure and feedback to adopt new ways of working, and to share these practices with their peers to improve the quality of teaching across the organization and system. Professional learning is sustained, coherent and focused on common improvement priorities across teams and schools. It is also personalized; educators take ownership in designing learning experiences and pathways that reflect their preferences and needs.

**INNOVATION AND IMPROVEMENT**

The world is changing. We are preparing young people for careers, civic duties and global relationships of tomorrow. The world our young people will one day lead will be shaped by dynamic economic, social and technological forces. As the world changes so must the way we learn, and as the way we learn changes so must the way we teach. A learning-centered profession is therefore innovative by design and by definition: educators continuously invent, adapt and improve new practices that respond to the demands of a changing world. Educators in a learning-centered profession demonstrate commitment to innovation in their own practice and beyond. 49 “And beyond” is a vital distinction. Educators take on leadership roles to support peers and partners as they move toward new visions of learning and teaching. Commitment to innovation is not a solitary purpose, it is a shared one. Creating a culture of innovation entails inspiring educators to innovate. Inspiration includes a compelling “why,” permission and incentives from leaders, a culture of psychological safety and trust and reinforcement from peers.

Innovation can seem counter-cultural in public education. And yet, preparing young people for the world of tomorrow requires innovation. Educators, families and advocates alike fear failing students, and understandably so. While innovation requires risk taking, it does not mean being casual or reckless about student learning and wellbeing. Evidence-driven experimentation and continuous improvement lead to “smart” risks. Smart risks are different from mistakes from violating norms, from inattention or from operating without adequate support. 51 Smart risks test key hypotheses and uncover new knowledge. Even when risks do not produce intended results, when they “fail,” they produce valuable learning in areas that matter for student growth and success. Educators take risks when they have anticipated the possible harm to students and found it minimal, and when they have adequate support. 52 In a learning-centered profession, core systems like evaluation, coaching and advancement support smart failure. Educators are not penalized for smart risk taking, and they are supported when their risk taking contributes to organizational learning.

“We worked hard to develop a culture in which it was safe to innovate. [...] Our teachers’ role was to embrace the uncertainty that comes with stepping out of their comfort zones, committing to working collaboratively with colleagues, and sharing our learning to benefit all.” 48


Reformers typically make very heroic and unrealistic assumptions about what ordinary human beings can do, and they generalize these assumptions to a wide population of teachers. [...] Missing from this view is an explicit model of how teachers engage in intentional learning about new ways to teach. [...] Teachers are more likely to learn from direct observation of practice and trial and error in their own classrooms than they are from abstract descriptions of new teaching. Changing teaching practice even for committed teachers, takes a long time, and several cycles of trial and error. Teachers have to feel that there is some compelling reason for them to practice differently, with the best direct evidence being that students learn better. And teachers need feedback from sources they trust about whether students are actually learning what they are taught.” 47

- Richard Elmore, *Getting to Scale with Good Educational Practice*, 1996
What Strategies Can Bring a Learning-Centered Profession to Life?

6 - ARTICULATE COMPETENCY-BASED PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS

DEVELOPING COMPETENCY FRAMEWORKS
States and districts begin the process of redesigning professional learning systems for competency-based education by clarifying the knowledge, skills and mindsets their educators will need to support student learning. Two questions initiate this work: “What do my educators need to be successful within our model? And, what does mastery of each competency look like in action?” In competency-based systems, “being successful” means ensuring all learners have access to learning and supports they will need to be successful. Therefore, what educators need to be successful is closely aligned to what learners need. Definitions of educator competency can be built by creating “portraits” of successful educators that align closely to the “portraits” of successful graduates.

Systems will have different visions for student learning and different needs and will therefore identify and prioritize different competencies. What is important is that the competencies are clear, directly related to learner populations and to student success outcomes and commonly understood by stakeholders across the system. States and districts should include educators, leaders and learners in the processes of identifying and developing competency frameworks. Taking the time to have a participatory design process will result in better outcomes (competencies that are optimally aligned to educator and learner need in a competency-based system) and better implementation (greater buy-in, adoption and support).

Rollout and implementation processes should allow ample opportunity for calibration. Just as it is vital for teachers to calibrate on demonstrations of mastery for learners, it is equally vital that educators, school leaders and district administrators calibrate on what it means for educators to demonstrate mastery of competencies. Demonstrations should align to personal mastery, allowing opportunities for reflection, revision and extension of learning.

DEFINING COMPETENCY-BASED PATHWAYS
When systems have defined and calibrated educator competency frameworks, they can articulate competency-based learning progressions. In traditional systems, adult learning resembles student learning: it follows a uniform scope and sequence dictated by someone other than the learner. In competency-based systems, learning progressions enable self-directed, differentiated and asynchronous adult learning.

Learning progressions have clear structure. They include clear and measurable learning targets. They define what it means to demonstrate mastery, and they arrange or “bundle” competencies in ways that provide coherence and connection for optimal learning. But unlike traditional professional learning, learning progressions are not uniform, linear or time bound. Just as student learning moves away from one-size-fits-all approaches and linear scope and sequence, adult learning also allows for greater personalization and self-direction. Learning progressions provide the foundation for personalization; they allow educators to self-direct along personalized pathways aligned to common, transparent competencies, targets and demonstrations.

Advancement along personalized pathways entails demonstrations of learning grounded in evidence. As is true for students, educators use demonstration and assessment as and for learning. Evidence of educator learning comes from many sources: learner work and tasks, learner academic data, learner feedback, self-reflection, peer observation and others. As is discussed later in this paper, micro-credentials can provide powerful tools for educators to demonstrate mastery grounded in evidence. They base learning in demonstration rather than seat time, validate learning with opportunities for revision and reflection and allow educators to show their learning in a peer-based network.

Personalization is vital in professional learning. It is also vital that personalized professional learning fit into and support shared organizational goals. In other words, educators may select personal areas of focus for professional learning and exercise agency in deciding how to engage in learning, but their goals and learning strategies should still fit coherently within their school’s and district’s improvement processes. Personalizing learning for educators means balancing customization and collaboration so that the sum of all parts, the result of each educator’s learning and growth, moves the entire school forward.
Case Study: Juab School District

The Juab School District is a small, rural district in central Utah serving approximately 2,500 students in five schools. When Krystle Bassett was hired two years ago, her charge was clear: overhaul traditional professional development and create a fully personalized professional learning system for Juab educators.

Krystle began work with Digital Promise to design a micro-credential program. Micro-credentials presented an opportunity to align the professional learning experience with expectations for the student learning experience. “We are asking educators to teach differently than they have before. It is hard for educators to do what they have not experienced. So, we wanted to give educators a chance to experience competency-based progressions as learners.” In 2016, Juab launched a small micro-credential pilot with Digital Promise. They allowed educators to select any credential from the Digital Promise library that aligned to their own learning goals, and incentivized micro-credentials with $200 stipends. The district removed all requirements to participate in traditional “sit and get” professional development to make it easier for early adopters to engage. These two decisions - providing small incentives and removing barriers to entry, were critical in the early stages. “It was an option. There was no expectation and there was no stick, but there was a carrot,” Ms. Bassett explains.

After a successful pilot, Ms. Bassett set about designing a full micro-credential program for the district as part of the district’s innovation program, #JSDInnovates. The program offers educators the option to complete one of four pathways aligned to Education Elements’ Core Four competencies of personalized learning: data-driven decisions, student ownership and reflection, targeted instruction, and flexible content and tools. Pathways consist of 12 stackable micro-credentials. Upon completion, educators have opportunities for increased leadership and pay.

To design pathways, district staff identified micro-credentials from the Digital Promise library that related to the core four personalized learning competencies. They decided that each pathway should include four micro-credentials that the district deemed vital for all educators: growth mindset, voice and choice, data-driven interventions and “why use technology?” Staff cross-referenced all micro-credentials with Utah professional standards to ensure they aligned with state expectations.

Within the loose guidelines presented by the district, educators are empowered to design their own pathways. They select a core four area and identify eight micro-credentials from the list of options provided, in addition to four required in all pathways. Educators meet with their building leaders to present their learning plans. All progress is based on learning, not seat time: educators engage in review processes for each micro-credential earned, and engage in a full pathway review to complete the pathway. Educators who complete a pathway
are eligible for educator leadership: five percent increase to base salary and opportunities for leadership. Though micro-credentials can be independent and asynchronous, the district has found it critically important to continue offering learning supports. Staff host in-person classes and support sessions for educators working on credentials, and Ms. Bassett provides one-on-one coaching as needed. The district adjusted school schedules to allow all educators an additional 30 minutes of personal learning time per week to work on micro-credentials. Staff have noticed an organic culture of collaboration emerging: educators seek each other out for support and guidance.

7 - FACILITATE PROFESSIONAL LEARNING THAT IMPROVES PRACTICE

School districts invest up to $18,000 to offer a single educator one year’s worth of professional development, and educators will spend up to 19 hours in professional development activities in a year. But, there is little to no evidence to suggest that this investment of money and time contributes in improvement in an individual educator’s impact on student learning, or in the overall improvement of teaching quality. Instead, research shows that educators improve sharply in the first years of teaching as they get up to speed with basic instructional practice, but quickly plateau. For example, the difference in effectiveness between a first and fifth year teacher can be nine times greater than the difference between a fifth and twentieth year teacher. Increasing educator capacity and improving teaching quality will require a significant shift in the purpose, design and practice of professional learning. This section does not describe what professional learning should focus on in competency-based systems, as those focus areas are determined by a system’s educator competency framework. This section focuses on strategies to facilitate effective adult learning.

COHERENT AND INTEGRATED LEARNING

Professional learning is optimal when it is integrated as part of a coherent approach to school improvement and innovation. “Professional development is more effective when schools approach it not in isolation (as in the traditional one-shot workshop) but rather as a coherent part of a school reform effort. To avoid disparities between what teachers learn in professional development work and what they can actually implement in their classrooms, schools should seamlessly link curriculum, assessment, standards and professional learning opportunities.” Competency-based schools and districts integrate professional learning as a key part of the instructional, structural and cultural shift to competency-based education. Learning is ongoing, not one-off, and it is connected to shared improvement and innovation priorities. In a personalized learning context, this means honoring educators’ personal priorities, goals and learning needs within the context of the shift to competency-based education. It means allowing room for educator voice and choice while relating educators’ personalized goals to school and district-wide goals.

ALIGNMENT WITH LEARNING SCIENCES

Competency-based systems align student learning with the learning sciences, and they do the same for adults. While they will look different in different systems based on local culture, context and priorities, professional learning and development in competency-based systems should always reflect the field’s most recent and robust understanding of the way people learn and grow. Learning sciences will influence adult learning in many ways. Some of the most important include focus on engagement, motivation and collaboration.

“In the United States, we tend to think that improving education is about improving teachers – recruiting better ones, firing bad ones. [Other education systems] think about improving teaching. It’s a very different idea. [...] To improve education in the United States, we need to shift from thinking about how to improve teachers to thinking about how to improve teaching.”

- Emily Hanford, A Different Approach to Teacher Learning: Lesson Study, 2015
Like students, educators need to be motivated, engaged and emotionally supported to engage in optimal learning. Leaders can engage educators’ intrinsic motivation and ownership by engaging educators in the design of professional learning, (both their own learning and shared learning) and allowing voice and choice in learning goals, learning modalities and demonstrations of learning. Not only do participatory processes guarantee better outcomes—professional learning that is better tailored to actual priorities and needs—but it also builds conditions for optimal learning.

While learning is personal, it is also social: educators learn best when learning is integrated into positive social-relational contexts. Aligning professional learning with learning sciences means making teaching an increasingly collaborative practice. Collaborative practice can include peer observation and feedback, instructional rounds, professional learning communities and other team-based engagements. Team learning can reveal new insights by tapping into the power of systems thinking: it allows educators to engage in creative problem solving, and it provides the bridge between personal learning and organizational improvement. In other words, team-based learning helps educators’ individual improvements “add up” to improvement at the team, school and even district levels.

**JOB-EMBEDDED LEARNING**

In the traditional paradigm professional learning is dominated by direct instruction. Educators receive information about expectations and oncoming changes and are left to their own devices to determine what these expectations and changes mean for them. But this approach does not help shift or improve practice. Studies show that it takes 20 separate incidents of practice, often amounting to 80 or more hours, for a teacher to fully master a new skill and integrate it into day-to-day routine. Competency-based districts and schools recognize that shifting practice requires practice, and so ensure that professional learning is job-embedded and directly connected to the act of teaching. This often means flipping the traditional paradigm. Rather than coming together for learning and then figuring out how to adopt new practices alone, educators receive new information asynchronously and are deeply supported as they integrate new practices into the core of their teaching.

Self-directed, asynchronous learning allows educators to access, explore and connect with new knowledge. In “sit and get” professional learning, educators are asked to give up what would be instructional time or planning time to receive information about content, strategies, or updates on organizational changes. Asynchronous learning opportunities let educators to explore new possible practices, collaborate and connect virtually with peers and observe practices through video at their own pace and when it is convenient. Technology can also be used to extend feedback cycles and peer to peer learning, as described below.

After accessing new information, educators have the opportunity to engage with new practices. They try, test, reflect and adjust. They can sustain practice over time, rather than bouncing between constantly shifting goals and priorities. Making learning job-embedded means tying it to formative feedback, a powerful engine for student and adult learning in competency-based education. As with students, educators learn best when new knowledge builds on prior knowledge and engages cycles of feedback. For educators, formative feedback drives changes in teaching practice through continuous cycles of planning, data collection, reflection and iteration. Multiple forms of data are used in formative feedback cycles: learner work, learner feedback, learner academic data, personal reflection and peer observation. Formative feedback can utilize multiple media, including video. Educators can see modeling through videos of others in practice, and can reflect on their own practice by watching videos of themselves. Thus, educator learning and student learning are integrally connected, a collaborative culture of peer-to-peer learning is vital, and educator learning is a metacognitive process.

**SELF-CONCEPTS AND MENTAL MODELS**

While the shift to competency-based education is highly technical and requires the development of critical new competencies, it is also highly adaptive. It requires changes to fundamental beliefs about self, learning and teaching. People form ideas about who they are based on their own conceptions, important relationships and social influence. Educators’ self-concepts may be multi-faceted. They may include professional identities (ways of defining one’s authority, professional efficacy, competency with particular practices), personal identities (ways of defining one’s racial, cultural, gender, religious) and social identities (ways of defining how one wants to be perceived by others). Often, the shift to competency-based practice will entail real or perceived threats to one or more of these identities. Becoming a facilitator
of learning may challenge the professional identity of classroom authority, engaging in conversations about equity may challenge personal racial or cultural self-awareness, or placing more responsibility on students may challenge the social identity of “helper.” This matters because threats to identity can result in anger, depression or disengagement.68

Mental models are the ways in which educators make meaning of, who they are, who learners are, their practice and the changes they are being asked to undertake. Mental models are “deeply ingrained assumptions, generalizations or even pictures and images that influence how we understand the world and how we take action. [ ... ] entrenched mental models thwart changes that could come from systems thinking.”69 In education, mental models include pictures and expectations of what education looks like. For many, these pictures and expectations are grounded in their own experiences as students, in their preparation and in their prior professional experience. When any or all of these are rooted in the traditional educational paradigm, it can be very hard to fully embrace the shift to competency-based education.

Internal anxieties, doubt and assumptions can stop educators from making changes and growing. Thus, addressing self-concept and mental models is essential in complex change environments where educators are being asked to fundamentally alter their practice. Leaders can address self-concepts and mental models in many ways. They can utilize reflection protocols to help educators unpack their self-concepts and mental models and explore ways they are influenced by change. They can facilitate group dialogue, supporting educators to inquire about one another’s meanings and perspectives and collaboratively build new ones. And they can challenge and reframe entrenched mental models by exposing educators to new ideas in practice on learning trips or classroom and school visits.
Case Study: Kettle Moraine School District

Kettle Moraine School District (KMSD) is a small district northwest of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. KMSD is several years into a district-wide transformation focused on personalized and student-centered learning. This shift is represented in several high-quality and coherent learning structures across the district: a comprehensive learning continuum in place of grade-level standards, customized learning plans, proficiency-based progression, multi-age classrooms, and school redesign to create small learning communities. Read about KMSD in this 10-part series.

Shifting professional learning has been core to KMSD’s work and success. As Assistant Superintendent Theresa Ewald explains, “We started this work for kids. And then we realized it is hard to ask educators to do something with learners that we have not been willing to do with educators. A big belief of ours is in modeling. We treat educators as learners in the same ways that we want educators to treat learners.”

KMSD’s personalized learning approach for learners begins with a learning continuum. In parallel, the district’s first step toward personalizing learning for educators was articulating a professional continuum. The continuum described a trajectory of growth from educator-centered and curriculum-based toward learner-centered and learner-based. The continuum proved to be a powerful instrument by visualizing and clarifying the shifts that would be expected of educators. Even more, it allowed educators to own their growth. KMSD leadership made an important decision when rolling out the continuum: they did not tell educators what development opportunities they would need to engage in or where their professional development processes would start. Instead, they let educators define both. Dr. Ewald explains, “Once educators [saw the continuum] and realized that they did not know what they needed to know, they came to us. They told us what they would need and how we could help them. That shift, educators coming to us instead of us coming to them, that is when things really started to take off. We shifted instruction through co-creation with educators.”

Co-creation and educator leadership is core to professional learning in KMSD. Educators create their own professional learning plans. This process begins when educators define their needs and priority growth areas, then select from a series of micro-credentials provided in partnership with Digital Promise. Educators engage in learning opportunities associated with each micro-credential and present evidence of learning when they are ready for demonstration. Evidence of learning can include a variety of sources, including self-reflection, peer feedback and student work. Educators work with instructional coaches who provide critical feedback and support as educators try, test and refine new practices. Read more about the district’s micro-credentialing program here and watch a short video about the micro-credentialing program here.

While micro-credentials promote highly personalized professional learning and growth, KMSD has also been intentional about integrating additional support structures that emphasize collaboration.

- Peer feedback is integrated as a critical part of the micro-credential program. Many micro-credentials call for peer feedback as evidence of learning. This has proven to deepen educator practice and contribute to a culture of collective responsibility for instructional improvement in schools: “As an educator, I am not just invested in my own growth, I am also invested in yours.”
- KMSD schools have time and dedicated structures for educators to observe each other’s practice and collaborate. Schools have one hour a week at a minimum dedicated to common planning time. Educators work in teams of 8 to 10 people. Groups are not set but shift and evolve based on the needs and focus areas that educators identify. Frequent uses of common planning time include student work study, problems of practice, and unit planning. All collaboration is led by educators.
- School-based collaboration efforts are supported by district-wide distributed leadership structures. KMSD values educator leadership; almost 10 percent of educators in the district are recognized as leaders of
teacher teams. Teacher team leads are charged with leading collaboration during common planning time and supporting educators’ instructional improvement in a variety of other ways. Read about distributed leadership in KMSD here and watch a short video about distributed leadership here.

KMSD is undoubtedly a leader in this work. As a learning organization, however, district leadership emphasizes how much more work there is to do and expresses excitement about possibilities for future innovation and learning. Dr. Ewald reflects, “We have not arrived. We are not where I think we could be. Here are some big things I am wondering about. There is so much expertise out there. How can we capture that expertise in a way that our kids could learn from? As we talk about where we are going our aspirational vision is this: our kids’ learning does not start and stop in the classroom, and the same is true for our educators. Where else can they learn, and how can they bring that back into their practice? People have learned outside of the classroom forever. How do we capture that and think about that in a systematic way? And how can we leverage all the knowledge in our community to benefit our kids?”

8 - DEVELOP MEANINGFUL SYSTEMS OF ASSESSMENTS AND EVALUATION

A competency-based system uses assessment as and for learning. Assessment is part of a student’s learning cycle, and it supports more effective learning and teaching: by providing educators and learners with data to adjust instruction and supports. Becoming a learning-centered profession requires meaningful systems of assessments and evaluation for learners and educators alike.

SHIFTING LEARNER ASSESSMENT AND GRADING

Shifting learner assessment entails the use of multiple measures and balanced systems of assessments. Competency-based districts and schools seek to develop learners who are not only proficient in academic content, but who also have deep and enduring understanding of multi-disciplinary academic content, who can apply their learning in meaningful ways in the real world and who have the skills for lifelong learning. Often, educators are extending the definition of success further by extending learning into the fields of work, community and higher education where it is not just academic learning that is valued, but also social, relational, civic, physical and professional learning. However, our current systems do not measure these outcomes. For the most part, our federal and state policies base district, school and educator accountability on a narrow set of academic outcomes. This is certainly true for educators, who are often evaluated based largely on their ability to raise learner test scores in core academic areas.

Balanced assessment systems to not rely solely on summative standardized assessments to figure out how much students learn. Instead, they include additional forms of assessment that are authentically connected to learning. These include: adaptive, formative, interim and performance-based assessments. Balanced systems of assessments also balance time-bound assessment with demonstrations of learner growth. Traditional accountability policy is grounded in age-based and time-based assessment. In other words, we give all third-graders the same test on the same day because we want to know where these children are relative to third grade expectations. While literacy and numeracy are absolutely necessary, they are no longer sufficient to prepare learners for future education, work or citizenship. Leaders can support the shift to competency-based education and make education more equitable by utilizing a holistic definition of learner success for assessment and evaluation. Specifically, they can design learner assessments that recognize multiple measures of student success: social and emotional learning and wellbeing, college and career readiness, work-based learning and workforce readiness and others.

Balanced assessment systems to not rely solely on summative standardized assessments to figure out how much students learn. Instead, they include additional forms of assessment that are authentically connected to learning. These include: adaptive, formative, interim and performance-based assessments. Balanced systems of assessments also balance time-bound assessment with demonstrations of learner growth. Traditional accountability policy is grounded in age-based and time-based assessment. In other words, we give all third-graders the same test on the same day because we want to know where these children are relative to third grade expectations. While literacy and numeracy are absolutely necessary, they are no longer sufficient to prepare learners for future education, work or citizenship. Leaders can support the shift to competency-based education and make education more equitable by utilizing a holistic definition of learner success for assessment and evaluation. Specifically, they can design learner assessments that recognize multiple measures of student success: social and emotional learning and wellbeing, college and career readiness, work-based learning and workforce readiness and others.

Balanced assessment systems to not rely solely on summative standardized assessments to figure out how much students learn. Instead, they include additional forms of assessment that are authentically connected to learning. These include: adaptive, formative, interim and performance-based assessments. Balanced systems of assessments also balance time-bound assessment with demonstrations of learner growth. Traditional accountability policy is grounded in age-based and time-based assessment. In other words, we give all third-graders the same test on the same day because we want to know where these children are relative to third grade expectations. While literacy and numeracy are absolutely necessary, they are no longer sufficient to prepare learners for future education, work or citizenship. Leaders can support the shift to competency-based education and make education more equitable by utilizing a holistic definition of learner success for assessment and evaluation. Specifically, they can design learner assessments that recognize multiple measures of student success: social and emotional learning and wellbeing, college and career readiness, work-based learning and workforce readiness and others.

Balanced assessment systems to not rely solely on summative standardized assessments to figure out how much students learn. Instead, they include additional forms of assessment that are authentically connected to learning. These include: adaptive, formative, interim and performance-based assessments. Balanced systems of assessments also balance time-bound assessment with demonstrations of learner growth. Traditional accountability policy is grounded in age-based and time-based assessment. In other words, we give all third-graders the same test on the same day because we want to know where these children are relative to third grade expectations. While literacy and numeracy are absolutely necessary, they are no longer sufficient to prepare learners for future education, work or citizenship. Leaders can support the shift to competency-based education and make education more equitable by utilizing a holistic definition of learner success for assessment and evaluation. Specifically, they can design learner assessments that recognize multiple measures of student success: social and emotional learning and wellbeing, college and career readiness, work-based learning and workforce readiness and others.
Finally, balanced systems of assessments make grading practices meaningful. Traditional grading practices are not reliable measures of learning, and they are not motivating for learners. Authentic systems of grading for competency-based education meet the following criteria:

- Provide honest feedback about a learner’s standing;
- Ensure fairness to each student and other students;
- Model transparency;
- Be credible to learners and constituencies;
- Provide a valid assessment against key long-term learning goals;
- Provide actionable and user-friendly information about performance and how to improve; and
- Create pedagogically wise incentives for learners.

**SHIFTING EDUCATOR EVALUATION**

Like students, educators learn best with holistic and balanced systems of assessments. In parallel, educators are optimally engaged in their practice and have room for optimal learning when they are evaluated with multiple meaningful measures, and when they engage in assessment as and for learning.

High stakes accountability systems hold educators responsible for increasing student test scores. Though there is value in understanding how educators contribute to student outcomes, this is a limited approach: because test scores are not the sole measure of student learning, and educators do not work in isolation. State leaders can contribute to a more authentic approach to educator evaluation by utilizing multiple measures. These should align to the broader definition of student success, as well as to the broader definition of professional practice: specialization, leadership, professional learning and others.

As with students, educators learn best when they participate in assessment as and for learning. This includes providing formative feedback cycles with peers, learners and coaches as previously described, and integrating these into learning and evaluation. This also includes integrating meaningful demonstrations of learning into professional learning and development. Micro-credentials provide a promising lever for evidence-based learning and practice, as will be discussed later in this paper. And as with students, assessment practices for educators are optimal when they balance performance with growth. Together, these approaches can support educator learning, motivate improvement and allow room for educators to take greater risks with learning and innovation.

---

**Resources**

**Research**
- Student Performance Assessment
- Teaching Performance Assessment
- Threshold Concept: Assessment Literacy

**Tools**
- New York Performance Standards Consortium
- Assessment for Learning Project
- Assessment for Learning Project: Rethinking Assessment for Deeper Learning
- Rethinking Systems of Assessments and Building Educator Capacity

**Case Examples**
- Multiple Measures Data and Reporting in Vermont and California
- Setting the PACE: Teacher Assessment Practices in a Competency-Based Education System

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
DISTRIBUTED LEADERSHIP

In the traditional paradigm, authority is hierarchical; each level of leadership sets rules, determines conditions, and makes decisions for the level of leadership below. The result is a passive compliance culture in which individual actors—learners, educators, principals and superintendents—look to their manager or their boss for solutions and answers. A competency-based system, however, cannot operate in a compliance culture. Compliance prevents individuals from taking the initiative to make decisions about learning; in a compliance culture, learners do not take ownership of their learning and educators do not take ownership of ensuring learners have the resources and support they need. This inhibits individual learning and, ultimately, inhibits organizational learning. Put differently, “Top-down approaches undermine any efforts to create an empowered staff who will take responsibility for ensuring students are learning. [And] when employees look to the next level up to answer questions and resolve issues, it undermines the culture of learning and is a lost opportunity for building problem-solving capacity within the organization.”

In contrast, leaders in competency-based systems distribute leadership. In schools, this means that leadership is shared amongst educators, students and the community. This shift is vital for shifting professional practice; distributing leadership helps teams manage the increasing complexity of teaching and leading in a competency-based school, promotes leadership opportunities for educators as they advance along personal professional pathways and establishes structure and culture for collaboration. School leaders can distribute leadership by delegating responsibility and decision-making related to implementation and continuous improvement efforts, recognizing and supporting good ideas, providing leadership development capacity-building and offering multiple opportunities for advancement. School leaders can create multiple opportunities for educators to lead, including leadership teams focused on instruction and culture, educator-led communities of practice and participatory governance teams that include learner, educator and community representation.

While distributing leadership will result in greater educator participation in school committees and teams, distributed leadership is about more than just representation. It is a way of relating and working that requires trust between educators, leaders and staff. As Smith and colleagues (2017) note “Distributed leadership is not about dividing tasks and responsibilities among individuals. Instead, distributed leadership is concerned with the interactions among individuals (leaders and those whom they lead) to drive instructional improvement and improved student outcomes through the development of high-quality teaching and a culture where all learners can thrive.” Research shows that faculty trust in a school leader is directly related to school climate factors: professionalism, shared urgency and community engagement. Districts and schools can build trust by including these dimensions of trust as criteria for hiring, placing, supporting and evaluating school leaders.
COLLABORATION

When leadership is distributed, collaboration occurs at all levels. Districts and schools embed collaboration at multiple levels in the school community. This does not happen by accident. It is nurtured with structures like regular meetings, team problem solving, collaborative data practice and curriculum development, and other professional learning communities.

Time can enable or inhibit innovation collaboration. To embed collaboration into core practice, schools create schedules that formalize regular time for collaborative work. They build collaboration blocks into school-day and school week schedules. Within those established blocks of time, leaders and educators work together to determine the focus of collaboration based on learner, staff and school needs. Schedules provide fluid structure that enables responsive practice.

Collaboration blocks should ensure that educators have ample time for the following: design and planning of curriculum and assessments; development of common resource and assessment item banks available for collective use; preparation for collaborative and/or interdisciplinary teaching; learner-centered, data-driven inquiry; tuning and calibration of learning progressions and definitions/demonstrations of proficiency; and peer-to-peer observation and feedback. To enable these forms of collaboration, leaders should also think strategically about flexible grouping to ensure collaboration is learner-centered, and optimally focused on the topic at hand.

• Promote collaboration among educators (and staff) who share learners. Allowing educators and staff who share learners to collaborate—to study learner interests, feedback, academic data, tasks and indicators related to social-emotional health and wellbeing—promotes deeper knowledge of learners and deepen personalized instruction and supports across the school.

• Promote collaboration among educators in connected content areas. This might mean promoting collaboration among educators in common areas (i.e., deepening understanding of standards and competencies for English language arts) and/or promoting collaboration among educators in different content areas working on interdisciplinary units and projects.

• Promote collaboration that supports vertical alignment. It is vital that educators understand how competency and standard-based progressions vertically align from graduation guidelines and along critical learning milestones. Schools and districts can deepen professional practice and improve student learning by ensuring educators can work together across grade-levels and age bands to study the vertical alignment of learning progressions.

• Promote collaboration among educators who share professional learning goals and/or areas of interest. Such collaboration can facilitate personalized learning pathways, increase motivation and engagement, and support a culture of peer-to-peer learning.

• Promote collaboration through peer observation and formative feedback. Protocols like instructional rounds can improve instruction and increase instructional coherence across a school. Peer observation should be grounded in rigorous formative feedback cycles to ensure it maximizes impact for instructional improvement.

Professional collaboration is already a part of many traditional systems and approaches to professional practice. Most schools and districts have some form of professional learning community, grade-level meetings, or content teams on the books. What matters is not just that collaboration happens, but how it happens. Literature on learning organizations emphasize the importance of team learning. Whereas “team meetings” might focus merely on covering necessary agenda items or managing project tasks, team learning is grounded in dialogue, systems thinking, and problem solving. Dialogue is when “members of a team suspend assumptions and enter into a genuine ‘thinking together.’” Dialogue creates connections between individual educators’ experiences and vantage points to reveal structural, systemic challenges and identify opportunities for action. Systems thinking focuses on how “the thing being studied interacts with the system set of elements that interact to produce the behavior or phenomenon.” And problem solving engages teams in identifying, trying and testing possible solutions to systemic challenges. Because coordinated solutions are needed for complex problems, it is vital that problem solving occur in teams. Collaboration can be complex and challenging. Schools and districts that wish to promote collaboration hire educators who demonstrate the willingness and ability to work in teams, and continually develop this competency over time.

“There is a saying, ‘If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together.’ Having a fundamentally collaborative culture is key. Trust is profoundly important. Teachers have been under attack in our culture. So, we need to develop relationships and trust in order to do this work. And then, focus on one thing at a time.”

- Joy Nolan, Mastery Collaborative, New York City Department of Education, 2018
Case Study: Tri-County Early College

Tri County Early College (TCEC) is a public high school in rural North Carolina. The school’s mission is to “create a powerful teaching and learning environment through a personalized education that prepares students for college, careers and life.”

Ben Owens, a former teacher at TCEC, described how collaboration was the key ingredient behind the school’s transition to competency-based education. “We were always seen as a fairly innovative school but did not always have a strong culture of collaboration. But the school’s leadership recognized that to continue to push the envelope in terms of innovative teaching and learning practices, we had to provide time for routine peer-to-peer conversations in a distributed leadership framework. This culture change took time, but using the teacher-powered model, we were able to move from a patchwork approach to one that ensured that every new initiative we began, from Project-Based Learning to Competency-Based Education, was done with coherence and fidelity.”

So, how does TCEC approach collaboration? Collaboration at the school is grounded in six big ideas.

1. Make time—The entire school staff meets twice a week to collaborate. This time is worked into the school schedule so that it is not an additional requirement for educators. Providing time for collaboration and integrating this time into the core of the school day proved instrumental in creating a culture of collaboration.

2. Focus—Educators identify critical focus areas for collaboration. As Principal Alissa Cheek explains, this process is authentically educator-driven, and she provides guard rails to be sure focus areas are mission critical and top priority. “It has been problem in the past, teachers taking on so much that they can’t do anything well. So now we keep our mission front and center. If it doesn’t directly influence the mission, we don’t do it. The other thing we do is keep a shared document. Everyone enters the issues they would like the team to address, then we dot vote to decide what to focus on.”

3. Use protocols—The team used protocols to provide structure for collaboration. Mr. Owens explains, “Protocols were our lifeblood. We realized if we were going to take the time to meet, we were going to do it efficiently.” Problem-solving protocols contributed to a culture of problem solving in meetings and beyond. “We had an agreement: be a SAAB, not a BMW. BMW stands for ‘belly ache moan and whine.’ SAAB stands for ‘solutions are always better.’ Protocols helped us get to a culture of asking ‘what can I bring to the table to make this issue better?’ They ensured that we always left meetings having accomplished some pretty heavy stuff.”

4. Share data—Collaboration was grounded in data. Specifically, the team began using tools to better visualize and disseminate student data regarding progress and growth. Mr. Owens explains one such tool that was used early in the transition: “MasteryConnect was a game-changer for us in our evolution to a CBE approach. Rather than traditional reliance on letter or percentage grades, students, teachers and parents were able to
visually see each student’s growth in a way that was easy to understand and respond to. It helped us visualize our collaboration with students and gave us a common language across the school. All of the teachers would talk in terms of mastery, scaffolding, depth of knowledge and that helped accelerate the understanding of this new approach. The tool also helped us develop and share rubrics for defining mastery for competencies and ensuring competencies were connected across content areas.”

5. Peer Support—Collaboration did not just happen in weekly meetings. Educators conducted peer classroom visits using critical friend protocols. As Principal Cheek explains, this had many benefits: providing valuable feedback, building trust and showcasing strengths. “Educators go into each others’ classrooms and do critical friends rounds. They learn something from each other, and they boost each other. They point out the good things they see. Educators identify what they want people to look for, so when they get feedback it does not feel like criticizing.”

6. Culture—Perhaps the biggest driver of collaboration at TCEC is culture. Principal Cheek and Mr. Owens relate the culture of collaboration to a few key drivers. First, leadership is key. Mr. Owens attributes the initial shift to a collaborative culture to Ms. Cheek’s promotion from teacher to principal and reflects on the importance of her ability to model collaboration and enable educator leadership. Hiring is also important. Principal Cheek explains, “I make sure I hire teachers who are dedicated to doing things differently. I look for a very different kind of educator, and I have my teachers involved in the process. You have to hire well and you have to hire with the support of your staff. Part of the culture of collaboration is also grounded in a permission to fail forward. “We were always telling our kids to fail forward but I realized my teachers were not following that. When they failed they failed. We used to say ‘failure is not an option.’ But if you never fail, you never learn. So we changed that. Now when we set a goal we say “how will we know this is working?” And then we come back at two weeks, three weeks to see what is working and what is not.”

At TCEC, collaboration by design is a driving philosophy, and adults’ ability to collaborate is what has taken personalized learning to new levels for students. Principal Cheek explains, “The first thing we had to do was to move away from this idea of being isolated in your classroom. We wanted the school to become a reflection of the workplace. Not classrooms where you learn different material, but integration. We are getting rid of the walls between classrooms. This means that what happens at the school looks a lot like what happens in the real world, and that’s by design.”

10 - INNOVATE WITH FOCUSED EXPERIMENTATION AND LEARNING

Competency-based districts and schools are innovative at their core. They question assumptions about learning and teaching and challenge the status quo and continually evolve as educators seek new ways to respond to student learning needs. Educators are at the forefront of innovation, leading the way as they test and share new practices. But, it is a mistake to think about innovators as lone actors or rogue agents of change. Innovators are collaborative practitioners focused on trying, testing and growing new ideas that improve student learning and support school improvement. Innovative districts and schools have common language and shared approaches to engaging innovation as a strategy for collective learning and improvement.

INNOVATION PRACTICES

Multiple established innovation processes exist. While they differ in their approaches, they entail common elements.

- Focus innovation on solving problems that matter. Innovation for innovation’s sake helps no one. Innovation should focus on problems and opportunities that have been identified as valuable to student learning and organizational improvement. Teams can use proven problem definition processes to break complex challenges into “right size” components, and target innovation to address these challenges. This approach helps innovation contribute to a shared problem of practice.

- Manage risk. Innovation entails failure and is therefore risky. It is critically important that risk taking does not detract from student learning or endanger learners. Innovation literature suggests managing risk by asking three questions. “If we fail, will we be failing while addressing the right problem? Are we ready to take this risk? And, how great are the costs if we
fail? If innovation is focused on a shared problem of practice, if the innovator is prepared and if the costs of failure are low, then risk is manageable.

• Study, iterate and capture findings. Innovation requires careful attention to outcomes. In this context, outcomes may not be academic outcomes; it will not always be reasonable to expect that an innovation will improve traditional measures like test scores. Rather, attention to impact means short-cycle learning about indicators directly related to the new practice being tested. Indicators may be related to engagement, satisfaction, learner talk, learner interaction or others. Educators testing new practices can use inquiry cycles to develop hypotheses about outcomes, capture information related to indicators and iterate practice based on learning. Capturing findings - successes and failures alike - is of critical importance to the learning cycle.

• Reflect and share learning. Networked approaches to innovation can help educators identify insights and findings. Furthermore, networked approaches help teams apply insights and findings to their original problems of practice. Finally, networked approaches help disseminate effective innovations to have greater impact on student learning.

INNOVATION CULTURE
To innovate, educators need to be empowered with autonomy to make decisions and to engage in exploratory practice. Districts and schools can enable innovation by giving teachers greater autonomy and by reducing strict “one-size-fits-all” structures (curriculum, scope and sequence, assessment, etc.) that hamper autonomy. Districts and schools can also enable innovation by identifying and removing psychological barriers to innovation, such as observation and evaluation practices that penalize growth or failure. Leaders can incentivize innovation by publicly recognizing and celebrating innovators, rewarding innovative actions and modeling of innovation. States can further incentivize innovation by ensuring districts and schools have adequate autonomy over human capital, budgetary and instructional decision-making, creating innovation zones with targeted flexibilities and resources, or creating financial incentives for innovation.

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.

---

Resources

**Research**

› State Innovation Zones: Creating Policy Flexibility for Personalized Learning
  › School District Innovation Zones

**Tools**

› Improvement Science Tools
  › Hiring Innovative Staff
  › Center for Teaching Innovation

**Case Examples**

› State: Kentucky Districts of Innovation
  › State: Rhode Island Office of Innovation
  › District: Denver Public Schools Imaginarium
  › District: New York City iZone
Case Study: Dallas Independent School District

Dallas Independent School District (Dallas ISD) launched the Innovation in Teaching Fellowship as part of its effort to scale personalized learning. Now in its third year, the fellowship aims to build educators’ capacity to innovate in their classrooms and support the spread of innovation in their schools. While the fellowship is very much focused on developing educators to lead and scale personalized learning, district staff felt it critical to do this through the lens of innovation. Specifically, they felt it important to organize the fellowship around the principles and skills of design thinking, a process to stimulate innovation combining methods from engineering, social sciences and arts. Kristen Watkins, Director of Personalized Learning for Dallas ISD, explained it this way. “Why design thinking? For us it’s about building habits that will allow educators to continue to evolve even after the fellowship is over. Design thinking is a great, robust process. Even after the fellowship educators can use their design thinking skill set to continue to gain insight and prototype and test new ideas. Often teachers think they have to have it all planned out before they start, but design thinking encourages them to start small and pushes them to fail forward.”

The fellowship kicks off in the summer with a Design Sprint. During this three-day workshop fellows learn the fundamentals of design thinking and select a personalized learning focus pathway, such as project-based learning or blended learning. Design thinking provides the meta-structure for the fellowship. Over the course of the year fellows continuously work through design cycles related to their personalized learning focus; they identify problems in their classrooms, identify possible solutions within the domain of personalized learning and iteratively test some number of those ideas in practice. Fellows meet in-person four times during the year. In-person sessions help deepen knowledge about personalized learning and allow fellows time to work with their peers on personal problems of practice related to their design cycles. Between sessions, fellows access online learning pathways asynchronously. By getting the majority of core personalized learning content on their own time, collaborative sessions can focus on active and collaborative learning. Fellows also receive individual coaching from the fellowship coach, and engage in school visits to observe personalized learning practice. The fellowship concludes with a showcase, where fellows share their learning over the course of the year.

Educators in the fellowship come from schools across the district and are not usually representatives of schools that are piloting personalized learning. As a result, these educators are often the first people in their buildings to experiment with personalized learning. While some might worry that this would isolate them or limit the spread of effective practices, district staff see it very differently. Again, Kristen Watkins explains. “If it can start with one educator it can grow from the ground up. The principal gets on board because they see it working in their school. Personalized learning bubbles up and starts to expand campus-wide. It has been powerful to see how personalized learning can start so small and spread in a matter of months to other classrooms. When colleagues see other folks on their campus trying these things they ask ‘what are you doing? I need to be doing what you’re doing.’”

The fellowship has been a success in its first two years, with 100% of alumni saying they would do the fellowship again. District staff are considering launching a year two fellowship for alumni. In the meantime, fellowship alumni offer leadership and mentorship to current fellows, running personalized learning sessions during convenings and providing other coaching supports. District staff believe that the most important part of the fellowship is the opportunity for educators to experience the types of learning they can then provide for students. “We have learned that educators and leaders cannot create something different for students if they don’t experience it. This is how we try to work: we model personalization in all aspects of learning and support.”
Reflection Questions

1. What do educators need to know and be able to do to create personalized, competency-based learning environments and experiences for learners? How do these competencies align to expectations for students?

2. Do educators have opportunities to personalize their learning? Do personalized professional development pathways advance personally relevant goals and support shared school or district-wide improvement goals? Do they contribute to a culture of continuous improvement and growth?

3. Does professional learning offer educators opportunities for practice with formative feedback? Is practice sustained and meaningful over time?

4. Do systems of assessments support learning for educators and students alike? Do educators know how to use student assessment to tailor instruction and improve their own practice? Do educators have opportunities to demonstrate their learning?

5. What systems are in place to foster collaboration and share leadership? Does collaboration improve professional practice? Does collaboration utilize evidence of student learning?

6. Do educators have opportunities to explore, try and test new ideas? Do you have systems in place to study innovations? How are successful innovations shared?

Teaching as a Lifelong Profession

What Is a Lifelong Profession?

A lifelong profession engages, develops and sustains educators over the course of their careers. Educators are supported and trusted as respected members of a respected profession. They are meaningfully and adequately prepared for the roles they will take on, they have opportunity to grow and specialize in their careers, and they are evaluated in ways that support improvement and promote advancement.

Making teaching a lifelong profession means reevaluating, reimagining and realigning every phase of a career in education from preparation through retirement. And, it means challenging core assumptions that have been used to structure the teaching profession in its current state. Educators do not get most of what they need to know prior to entering the profession, they continually grow and develop over the course of their careers. Educators do not become better at their craft along linear and time-based trajectories, they follow diverse pathways into and through the profession. “Educator” is not a uniform role, educators specialize and take on unique professional and leadership roles aligned to their unique interests and talents. And educator “quality” cannot be assessed by the sole means of increasing student test scores, their knowledge and skill must be evaluated holistically.

If we want to make the paradigm shift to competency-based education and improve the quality of American education at large, it is imperative that we think very differently about teaching, that we elevate teaching to new levels of professionalism and esteem by redesigning fundamental systems and structures that shape the nature of the profession.

What Would a Lifelong Profession Look Like?

PURPOSEFUL PREPARATION

In a lifelong profession, incoming educators are purposefully and rigorously prepared for the roles and responsibilities they will assume in the field. Preparation programs build capacity in the competencies required for teaching and leading, engage future teachers in learning experiences that model the learning theories and models they will be asked to lead with students and offer learning pathways that are accessible to a diverse student body.

Preparation is responsive to dynamic and evolving needs in the teaching profession. Programs are attuned to developments in learning and teaching driven by changes in the global population and economy, as well as those that are
driven by changes and developments in local school systems. They evolve and adapt to ensure their graduates have the knowledge, skills and dispositions to be qualified and relevant practitioners who can respond to the learners, families and professional expectations they will encounter in the field.

Preparation is key, but preparation programs are just the first step in an educator’s ongoing development. Induction, professional learning and ongoing certification continuously improve educators’ practice and support their advancement. Shifting educator preparation therefore means more than shifting what happens inside of higher education classrooms. It means shifting how we think about who we want to be educators, creating multiple culturally responsive pathways into the profession, rethinking new educator support and induction, and rethinking ongoing certification and credentialing. It also means aligning higher education policy with the vision, purpose and outcomes of competency-based education: how we fund, evaluate and authorize the institutes of higher education that are currently tasked with finding and preparing future generations of educators.

MEANINGFUL ADVANCEMENT

In the traditional paradigm, “educator” has singular and uniform definition: an educator is someone who is responsible for delivering content to a group of learners in specific age bands or in specific content areas. If an educator wants to advance they have a limited set of pathways available to them. By and large, these pathways lead to the principal’s office, to the central office, or to another profession. This narrow conception of what it means to teach stunts growth, contributes to disengagement and limits collaboration.

In a lifelong profession there is no singular definition of a teacher and no singular pathway for advancement. Educators take on roles as mentors, apprentice leads, learning specialists, content specialists, project leads, college instructors, online instructors, coaches and others. They collaborate across roles to deepen student learning and meet learner needs. Multiple pathways for professional advancement are in place to enable specialization and collaboration. Just as students pursue personal learning paths that lead them to unique focus areas, experiences and post-secondary choices, educators pursue personal professional paths that reflect their unique interests and talents, advance their personal vision and goals and advance student learning. These span from preparation through induction and follow a teacher over the course of their professional career.

A lifelong profession enacts systems, structures and policies that support educators’ advancement toward personal mastery. Evaluation aligns to educators’ goals and provides valuable information about their growth and advancement. Evaluation encourages and incentivizes growth without penalizing failure that is part of the learning process. Certification allows opportunities for educators to gain applicable, transferable credit for knowledge and skills demonstrated along personalize pathways.

RECIPROCAL ACCOUNTABILITY

The traditional paradigm assumes that accountability will improve student outcomes and increase equity by shining light on achievement gaps, creating urgency for improvement, and holding educators and leaders to account when they

“Accountability must be a reciprocal process. For every increment of performance I demand from you, I have an equal responsibility to provide you with the capacity to meet that expectation. ... The imperative here is for professionals, policymakers and the public at large to recognize that performance-based accountability, if it is to do what it was intended to do — improve the quality of the educational experience for all students and increase the performance of schools — requires a strategy for investing in the knowledge and skill of educators. In order for people in schools to respond to external pressure for accountability, they have to learn to do their work differently and to rebuild the organization of schooling around a different way of doing the work. If the public and policymakers want increased attention to academic quality and performance, the quid pro quo is investing in the knowledge and skill necessary to produce it.”

- Richard Elmore, Bridging the Gap Between Standards and Achievement: The Imperative for Professional Development in Education, 2002
fail to serve students well. Indeed, there is truth here: for a long time public education operated with little transparency about the vast gaps in outcomes between different groups of students. Still, there are deep flaws in these assumptions. Traditional systems place primary responsibility on educators and school leaders to improve academic outcomes along statistically linear and age-based sequences year over year. But learning is not linear or age-based, and we cannot capture all that we need to know about growth through time bound assessments alone. Furthermore, educators and leaders rarely receive resources, support or education commensurate to the demands placed upon them. It is hard to justify holding educators singularly responsible for student outcomes when they have not had the chance to learn how to do what is being asked of them.91

Traditional accountability systems may be designed for equity, but they often impede it. They prioritize and incentivize limited knowledge and skills that do not align with what we know it takes for students to thrive. They contribute to a culture of compliance and fear rather than learning and courage when we know that learning and courage are required for equity-oriented practice. They suggest that “bad teachers” are the greatest problem in education, but do little or nothing to help improve the quality of teaching. This is not to say that accountability systems do not have value. They do, if we can learn to think about them differently. Accountability can advance equity when it is holistic, when it prioritizes educator capacity and support, when it is transparent and when it ensures each level of the education system shares responsibility for the success for every learner.

What Strategies Can Bring a Learning-Centered Profession to Life?

11 - DIVERSIFY PATHWAYS INTO THE PROFESSION

Over the last decade researchers have explored if, how and why educators’ pathways into teaching contribute to their impact in the classroom. Studies have compared the effectiveness of educators from traditional and alternative programs, studied the impact of state selectivity in certification and accreditation policies and attempted to correlate educator attributes, including prior academic performance and work experience, with impact.92 Studies detect some differences but find few clear, compelling or consistent patterns to suggest that there is any one “best” pathway into the profession. There is as much variation between types of preparation pathways as there is across them, and there is little evidence to suggest that any single pathway or any single educator attribute is predictive of impact in the classroom.94 Different preparation pathways bring different value and strengths to teaching,95 which suggests the following: systems leaders should focus on developing multiple high-quality, rigorous and equitable pathways into education. Pathways should align with educational and community priorities, use an equity lens and relate coherently to subsequent stages of an educator’s career: induction, development and support. Therefore, we encourage states to consider the following when defining pathways into the profession.

- Partner with district, civic, community and higher education leaders to define a coherent map of the pathways needed to address state and local needs. Mapping begins with clear projections of current and future needs: population changes; educational, economic and civic priorities; equity trends; and other factors. Pathways account for portraits of a graduate and an educator so that they emphasize critical competencies. And, pathways seek to reflect the variety of roles needed in competency-based systems: educators, concurrent enrollment educators, learning specialists, mentors, apprentice leads, community-learning leads, student support specialists and others.

- (Re)define common quality frameworks for preparation programs. In recent years changes in the accountability landscape have compelled conversations about quality, and states and universities have scrambled to show that they meet expectations for accreditation.96 While conversations may have value, they do not necessarily help leaders and educators think deeply about the quality of programs across all pathways: if and how curriculum, pedagogy and program designs reflect best practice in educator preparation and align to competency-based approaches. As discussed in the following section, state and university leaders can play important roles in improving teaching at scale by helping to redefine standards of quality for educator preparation. Quality should be grounded in a clear vision of learning for students and adults, common curriculum and program design principles and research from the learning sciences. When program quality standards are clear and transparent, it is easier to manage having multiple educator pathways in place.
Teaching in competency-based environments requires a different set of knowledge, skills and dispositions than teaching in traditional classrooms. Preparation programs can be a significant lever for scale and quality in competency-based education if they reimagine “preparation” to align with the broader set of competencies needed to support student learning and increase equity. Doing so will require re-imagining what is taught, how it is taught, and to whom it is accessible.

THE WHAT - CONTENT IN EDUCATOR PREPARATION

Preparing educators for competency-based classrooms and schools means providing them with more than content knowledge and tips for classroom management. Preparation aligned with the purpose and outcomes of competency-based education will prepare future educators to understand learner development and learner differences, know how their own cultural identity informs their practice, employ multiple responsive modalities to help learners access and engage with content, design deeper learning experiences, use assessment for and as learning, practice culturally responsive instruction and use data to adjust learner supports. Furthermore, educator preparation must also account for our rapidly changing world; we must develop educators who are not only prepared for competency-based classrooms and schools as we know them, but who are also prepared to adapt to changes in learning and teaching that we cannot yet imagine. Preparation programs can take a first step toward holistic redesign by defining competency frameworks that include critical knowledge, skills and dispositions.

THE HOW - PEDAGOGY IN EDUCATOR PREPARATION

We cannot expect educators to facilitate learning they have not experienced. Yet, there is often a gap between preparation programs’ espoused learning theory - what they teach as best practice, and their lived learning theory - how they teach their students. Thus, the second major shift in preparation is aligning future educators’ learning experiences with expectations for student learning. This can be understood as “making learning visible,” showing learning theory in practice by making sure theory and practice align. In competency-based systems, we expect learning for students to be personalized, self-directed, connected to community, and supported by feedback and assessment. So it must be for educators. While programs will look different in different contexts, the most effective educator preparation programs will balance personalized coursework learning, clinical experience in a community of practice and opportunities for mentorship. Personalized coursework might include in-person and virtual learning, as well as active and interactive learning experiences: projects, design-based learning and learning studios. Learning will be active and applied, as professional practice cannot be developed through classroom learning alone. Just as medical students engage in clinical practice, as law students work at mock trial or as engineers engage in specialized field work, would-be educators develop their knowledge and skill through a mix of learning, practice and modeling. Mentors support learners’ metacognitive processes throughout the learning process, provide feedback, model desired behaviors and practices and support transitions into teaching practice.

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
THE WHO - MAKING EDUCATOR PREPARATION ACCESSIBLE
Preparation programs can promote educational equity for students and communities by promoting equity for future educators. Leaders can investigate selection processes to identify and eliminate bias, emphasize multicultural inclusion as a programmatic value and develop cultural fluency as a core competency for educators and staff, provide virtual learning options that make learning accessible to students with professional or familial responsibilities, and work with state leaders to remove tuition as a barrier for lower-income students.

Navigating systemic change is as challenging in higher education as it is in K-12. In both systems, innovation efforts can become disoriented if they are cumulative rather than coherent. Over time, change efforts that are mandated or attempted accumulate—one innovation is layered upon the last—obscuring the core purpose and vision for learning without actually changing learning at its core. As emphasized throughout this paper, systemic innovation cannot be compelled. It cannot be piecemeal, and it cannot be top-down. To authentically change their purpose, culture and pedagogy, higher education and preparation programs will need to undertake participatory processes in partnership with states, districts and communities. They will need to create new visions for learning and teaching, develop new approaches and retire approaches that do not work. And, in many cases, they will need to leverage political capital to address barriers to innovation, such as accreditation policy and funding formulas. Political capital can be leveraged through collaborative approaches; single universities may find themselves challenged to overcome barriers, but coalitions of university, state, district and community leaders can more adeptly navigate and mitigate policy barriers.

Resources
Research
› Worlds Colliding or Aligning: Teacher Preparation During Educational Transformation
› Shaking up Credentialing: An Emergent Strategy
› Redesigning Teacher Preparation Today for the Classrooms of Tomorrow
› Learners First: How Educators Hone Their Craft

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
Case Study: Southern New Hampshire University

2Revolutions, an education design lab, and Southern New Hampshire University (SNHU) will launch a Master’s (M.Ed.) in Learning and Leading in a Competency-Based Environment in 2018. The impetus for the program was a frustration born out of the state’s effort to scale competency-based education statewide: leaders realized that pre-service and in-service training were barriers to scaling competency-based education, and they needed to become enablers. Adam Rubin, Founder and Partner at 2Revolutions, explains the urgency and the rationale for the new model: “As the demand to transform schools increases, there is a growing need for training opportunities that can build real capacity of a cohort within a district or network context. Learning is inherently social, yet we so often get our training, particularly credentialing opportunities, disconnected from our peers and our context. Also, we think there is an important opportunity at this time to reshape credentialing. Seat time is a vestige of a different era.”

2Revolutions and New Hampshire’s state leadership aligned around this urgency for innovation (see 2015 NHDOE Vision 2.0 for more information), and SNHU was a natural collaborator. SNHU leadership shared the urgency for change, and as a private entity, they had autonomy to innovate. Furthermore, SNHU’s reputation as a leader in higher education made them a trusted partner and would help elevate the program as a national proofpoint.

Rubin and his colleagues at 2Revolutions and SNHU created a core design team and recruited a technical advisory group of national leaders and practitioners. Through an iterative process, the teams developed vision and core beliefs, built out a competency framework and generated an overall program design. These design processes were anchored in a few big ideas.

1. Aligning program content and experience with the purpose and outcomes of competency-based education. The program is designed to deepen educators’ and leaders’ capacities to be competency-based practitioners. This means generating content aligned to these capacities, and ensuring that learners experience competency-based education in their own learning process. Learning will blend asynchronous (80%) and synchronous (20%) modalities. This flipped model increases accessibility and prioritizes collaboration in face-to-face learning. The program values learning, not seat time. Learners will advance along personalized learning paths based on demonstration of mastery. Multiple types of assessment are used as and for learning: diagnostic, formative, summative and performance-based. Self-assessment, peer assessment and assessment from adjunct professors are all integrated into a learner’s experience.

2. Organizing learning around three sets of competencies. The program aims to deepen learners’ competencies in three areas: 1) skills and dispositions, 2) teaching and learning competencies and 3) leadership competencies. These competencies are intentionally bundled and sequenced across three stackable blocks. The first block front-loads skills and dispositions, operating from the belief that competency-based practice cannot be developed without grounding ways of thinking and acting. Specifically, program designers share the vital importance of developing a learning orientation, a belief in engendering agency as core to learning and a commitment to educational equity. The first block also builds foundational knowledge in all four teaching and learning competencies: leveraging competencies, competency-based instruction, competency-based assessment and fostering learner agency. The second block deepens learning and teaching competencies through applied problems of practice and introduces foundational knowledge about visionary and change leadership. The third block emphasizes leadership competencies: leading change and developing sustainable structures for competency-based education.

3. Engaging authentic problem-based learning connected to practice. Program designers set out to address a problem in traditional higher education: learning is disconnected from practice. To correct this core flaw, the program is designed for hybrid district teams. Ten to fifteen-person teams will ideally include classroom, school and district-level leaders. Because competency-based education emphasizes collaborative practice rather than hierarchical structure, teams will be asked to engage in embedded problems of practice in “flat” learning structures, and each participant will bring their expertise to the table. This design is intended to achieve two outcomes: grounding learning in practice and building capacity for collaborative leadership across the system.
The Master’s will launch with district cohorts from two states: New Hampshire and Kentucky, and the program is exploring partnerships across a range of other states. What will success look like? As Mr. Rubin describes, “Our goal is to learn in front of the field.” The team will be studying big questions in the work: how to balance time and mastery, how to balance learning theory with problems of practice, what it means to be “ready” for this type of learning experience and how to build collaborative practice in hybrid teams. By learning publicly, the team hopes to contribute to the field and support future innovators. Success also means pressuring the system. Specifically, convincing more states and universities to launch similar programs and convincing states’ professional standards boards to create new credentials for competency-based education. Program leaders aspire to be part of the larger effort to scale competency-based practice. By creating cross-functional leadership teams with the knowledge, skill and dispositions for competency-based education, designers hope to contribute to tipping points across the country.

---

**Case Study: Virginia**

Several years into a statewide transformation, the Commonwealth of Virginia is taking compelling new strides to increase educator and leader capacity for personalized, deeper learning models. In 2016 the state passed House Bill 895 and Senate Bill 336, which led to the development of the Profile of a Virginia Graduate. The “Profile” updates Virginia's statewide graduation requirements, opening the way for competency-based and personalized learning. These shifts accelerated previous innovation efforts, including high school program innovation and performance-based assessments.

Jobs for the Future (JFF), a national leader in student-centered learning, is providing Virginia leaders with ongoing support as they implement these initiatives. Stephanie Krauss, Director of Special Projects at JFF, describes early stages of the work this way, “All the changes were happening, but there was an opportunity to have them be better aligned and mutually advancing. We have had the privilege of partnering with the state as they look to link the various pieces together comprehensively.” This birds-eye view led Stephanie and state leaders to an important realization: “We were talking about what students needed, and we realized that it would be unfair to retool graduation requirements and hold teachers and principals accountable, without providing them with additional support and training. State leaders are starting to think differently about pre-service preparation and in-service supports, accreditation and professional standards.”

This realization kickstarted a multi-stage, statewide effort the align all aspects of educators’ and leaders’ professional experience with changes to the student experience. This design process, still underway, has thus far entailed four major phases of collaboration between with educators, school leaders, district leaders, state and nonprofit leaders, as well as post-secondary schools of education.

In Phase 1, JFF provided support to the Virginia Department of Education and William and Mary’s School-University Research Network (“SURN”) to convene local educators, school leaders and district leaders in central Virginia. Participants engaged in an open and generative dialogue. Educators and leaders studied the Profile of a Virginia Graduate and generated a comprehensive list of knowledge, skills and dispositions that educators and leaders would need to develop those competencies in students. They then looked at this list against current standards for certification and effectiveness, asking key questions. “Where is there alignment? Misalignment? Looking at existing standards against our list, which standards are nice to have? Which are a need to have? Which are outdated? Which are missing?”

Next, the comprehensive lists of educator and leader competencies generated in phase one was brought to a second convening of state and local leaders in Richmond. In this second phase, representatives culled and sorted the list of educator and leader competencies, looking for alignment with student outcomes and learning in a personalized, competency-based system. They also focused intently on alignment with state policy, including professional standards.
for certification and accreditation. As Ms. Krauss explained, participants asked, “How are state requirements and district requirements supporting what we want for educators and leaders? Are there places where the requirements may hinder progress?” At the end of this second phase of work, the Virginia team was ready to articulate their “beta” version of professional standards for educators and leaders and create recommendations for preparation, certification and accreditation.

The next step was to engage higher education as a partner. JFF and state leaders identified the College of William and Mary as a lead partner. William and Mary’s “SURN” had already played a leadership role and the College has a statewide reputation as a higher education leader, including a track record of innovation. William and Mary agreed to host the phase three meeting, which was a convening of higher education leaders. Higher education leaders reviewed the beta “Profile of a Virginia Education Leader” and “Profile of a Virginia Educator” and ultimately asked the following questions: “How do these frameworks reflect the way we prepare educators and leaders?” And, “can we commit to making changes that align with this new vision?” In the coming year, JFF and state leaders will distribute small capacity grants to help advance this redesign work in a higher education–K-12 collaborative redesign.

Stephanie Krauss reflects on what it took to get so many different stakeholders behind a common vision. Engaging higher education required finding a higher education leader to engage peer institutions and vetting new ideas before taking them to the entire higher education collaborative. “Before we brought anything to higher education we had to know that there was enough support and alignment between what we were proposing and people’s lived experiences.” More generally, Ms. Krauss attributes the early success of the initiative to the holistic, alignment-oriented approach. “It all started with recognizing that the world is changing, and we need to change with it. Then recognizing that we had to design all the way to the bottom. “What does the kid need? Then, what does the adult need? How about “little p” district policy? State policy? Higher education and pre-service? Accreditation and funding for those programs?” Finally, Ms. Krauss reflects on two critical conditions for challenging change work: relationships and trust. “I am always struck by the power of the network of state leaders in Virginia and their involvement in work on the ground. These people do life together. The long-standing work that these leaders have done together multiple levels is compelling, and I think it is a condition that enabled us to move change so rapidly.”

13 - DIVERSIFY PATHWAYS THROUGH THE PROFESSION

Forty percent of educators will leave education in their first five years of teaching, and this percentage is disproportionately high in high poverty communities and communities of color.102 Attrition has many impacts: it results in learners (especially those who are poor and are not white) having newer and less effective teachers, it increases instability and stymies improvement processes, and it leaves districts and schools to manage the high cost of finding and onboarding new teachers.103

Generally speaking, educator retention is a good but inadequate strategy for improving the quality of teaching in any education system, competency-based or other. To improve the quality of teaching we need to develop, sustain, and effectively deploy good teachers so that they stay. Competency-based systems can improve retention of skilled educators by doing for educators what they do for learners: defining multiple, personalized professional pathways. Personalized professional pathways involve opportunities for leadership and specialization. They are made possible through flexible approaches to staffing and scheduling.104

“Over time, other professions have evolved toward specialization, creating opportunities for professionals to exercise and share their strengths. In too many places, teachers’ career options are still restricted to either classroom teaching or moving into administration, requiring them to leave the classroom entirely. Many schools, districts and public charter school networks around the country have begun the important work of redesigning human capital systems to identify which teachers are highly effective. However, attention is still needed for the next crucial step: how to support and develop these great teachers to keep them in the classroom.”

- Teach +Plus, The Decade-Plus Teaching Career: How to Retain Effective Teachers Through Teacher Leadership, 2015
Creating Career Pathways

Previous sections described how competency-based systems distribute leadership and increase the variety of roles educators can play. These shifts impact professional culture and student learning, and they can also influence educators’ career trajectories. Providing educators with opportunities to specialize and advance can keep them in the profession longer, and support their continued development as they develop the new knowledge and skill required for new roles. Roles can include teacher leader roles like coach, team lead and master teacher and content specialists like data, art or STEM leads. Leadership roles can be leveraged to improve school quality and address equity issues. In some districts, small cohorts of educators are placed in turnaround or redesign contexts to lead efforts and improve the quality of learning and teaching schoolwide. In other cases, master educators are provided leadership opportunities to support wholesale improvement across their school, district, or the nation. They share and disseminate their practices through online platforms, professional learning communities and model teaching studios. In all cases, specialization and leadership aim to keep educators engaged by providing opportunities to push their professional practice.

Enabling Career Pathways

Implementing personalized professional pathways requires flexible approaches to staffing and scheduling. Flexible staffing and scheduling break away from uniform staffing models that assume all educators play the same role. Simply put, they use human capital systems and calendars to make room for educators to be in different roles doing different things.

Districts and schools can differentiate teaching responsibilities, making room for specialized educators to collaborate: for a learning specialist to partner with a lead educator on a thematic unit, for an associate educator to work with a lead educator to guide small group support, or for a counselor to work with small groups of learners in high-touch, personalized settings. In many cases this entails changes within district departments of human resources, negotiations within labor contracts, and flexible roles at the school level. Likewise, time is a critical ingredient in enacting personalized pathways. First, time must flex for educators to specialize. Second, educators must be able to reallocate their time to integrate new specializations and leadership roles into the core of their practice. If these new roles are add-ons—things we ask already busy educators to do on their own time and in addition to the same set of “core” responsibilities—then we defeat the purpose of supporting, sustaining and retaining our best people.

Resources

Research
- The Decade-Plus Teaching Career: How to Retain Effective Teachers through Teacher Leadership

Tools
- Designing Career Ladder Programs for Teachers and Principals

Case Examples
- Teach +Plus
- Opportunity Culture: Extending the Reach of Excellent Teaching
- Charlotte Mecklenburg Project L.I.F.T
- Denver Public Schools Teacher Leadership and Collaboration
- Leading Educators

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
**14 - REDESIGN CREDENTIALING AND CERTIFICATION**

In the traditional paradigm, educator certification is linear and time based. Educators are credentialed after pre-service preparation then renew their certification at set milestones by completing required hours in professional learning. This approach is antithetical to competency-based approaches, which are personalized rather than uniform and learning-centered rather than time-based. It is also ineffective. Studies show that traditional approaches to certification and recertification are poor predictors of an educator’s capacity to improve student outcomes. However, specific qualifications like an educator’s subject matter expertise does correlate to improved student outcomes and educators who receive National Board Certification do contribute to improved student learning. This suggests that certification can be a meaningful lever for increasing educators’ impact and improving the quality of teaching when it is aligned to the specific knowledge and skill educators are expected to demonstrate and when it is aligned to ongoing professional learning, collaboration and development. By redesigning certification systems, state, district and higher education leaders can play critical roles in improving teaching practice and aligning teaching with competency-based approaches. This will entail two major shifts: changing and aligning certification at the state level to reflect the specific knowledge and skill expected of students and educators and developing systems of ongoing evidence-based certification aligned to professional learning and personalized professional pathways.

**ALIGNING CERTIFICATION WITH LEARNER AND EDUCATOR COMPETENCIES**

Research suggests the following: “While there may be differences in knowledge or skills between the certified and uncertified, these differences are not pronounced enough to be picked up in student achievement gains. This is not to suggest that we need to do away with teacher certification. Rather, it means policymakers need to pay more attention to what is being signaled about teachers through certification. In other words, what important qualities or knowledge do certification tests measure, and how do they relate to student outcomes (not just test scores) that states, parents and students care about?” At the state level, leaders can craft policy that aligns educator credentials with expectations for student outcomes and professional practice in competency-based systems. Ideally, this means aligning credentials with educator competency frameworks, creating specialized credentials that reflect the specific knowledge and skills needed for specialized roles educators can play in competency-based systems, working with higher education leaders to ensure preparation programs are developing these knowledge and skills.

**LEVERAGING CREDENTIALING FOR PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND ADVANCEMENT**

The next step in redesigning educator credentialing is reimagining recertification as a lever for personalized professional learning, personalized professional pathways, and ongoing improvement in teaching quality. In traditional systems, learners move from grade level to grade level in age-based cohorts. They move when they earn credits based largely on seat time: the adequate number of hours dedicated to learning a given topic. Likewise, professional advancement in traditional systems is time-based, and has little or nothing to do with learning. For the most part, after educators are certified early in their careers they participate in one-size-fits all professional learning that lead to renewal of their teaching credential. They have few opportunities to pursue new knowledge or skills based in their interests or emerging specializations, and they receive little formal recognition for meaningful advancement in their practice. Competency-based approaches utilize credentialing to capture and validate the new competencies that educators develop as they advance on their own journeys of personal mastery. Credentialing motivates personal growth and development, validates learning through meaningful demonstration of competency and allows educators to advance and specialize in their roles on personally meaningful professional paths.

**UTILIZING MICRO-CREDENTIALS**

Micro-credentials have gained momentum as innovative and powerful alternatives to traditional credentialing. Micro-credentials validate that an educator has demonstrated a specific competency in practice using meaningful evidence of learning. They empower educators to pursue intrinsically motivated learning and gain recognition - formal and informal - for their growth. Whereas traditional professional learning and credentials “belong” to the state or district that require them, micro-credentials “belong” to educators who can transfer and translate them to build their professional profile and pursue opportunities for advancement.

Micro-credentials can flip the power dynamic in districts in schools, allowing educators to seek learning and gain recognition outside of the formal structures of professional learning and development. In districts and schools that have not overhauled their professional learning systems, the open and democratic nature of micro-credentials can be empowering. However, micro-credentials are most powerful when integrated into a coherent approach to educator development, advancement and compensation. When micro-credentials are aligned with educator development systems, they map directly to competency-
based learning progressions. Pathways are constructed as a bundled and/or sequenced set of micro-credentials. Educators retain some degree of choice along their pathways; they can choose which credentials to pursue from the bundle, the order, and/or the ways they will engage in learning and demonstrate mastery. Alignment with advancement means that credentials can be applied to new professional opportunities such as leadership roles, specialization and peer educator. This approach ties advancement to demonstration of competency (rather than seniority). Furthermore, this approach makes multiple professional pathways available to educators; educators can see multiple opportunities for increased responsibility and status tied directly to their learning. Finally, alignment with compensation can mean providing opportunities for teachers to earn stipends as they earn credentials, and/or aligning pay scales to credentials earned. Either way, this provides an additional incentive for educator learning and development.

### Resources

#### Research

- Making Educator Professional Learning Personalized and Competency-Based through Micro-Credentials
- Micro-Credential: Personalizing Professional Development for Educators
- A Movement Towards Personalized Professional Learning: An Exploration of Six Educator Micro-credential Programs
- Micro-credentials: Igniting Impact in the Ecosystem

#### Case Examples

- Kettle Moraine: Micro-Credentials
- Micro-Credential Case Studies

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.

### Case Study: Baltimore County Public Schools

Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) is one of the largest and fastest growing school districts in Maryland, serving 114,000 students in 174 schools. In 2016, leadership initiated a district-wide effort to test and grow innovations in personalized learning. District staff began to ask difficult questions: “What does it mean to have a personalized learning environment for students and educators? What changes will we need to make to professional learning and development for all 10,000 of our educators? How will we need to rethink certification and credentials, and who else will need to be at the table?”

The Department of Innovative Learning and the Department of Organizational Effectiveness in BCPS partnered with Digital Promise to help address these questions. Micro-credentials seem a logical entry point to redesigning professional learning and professional pathways. Teachers were implementing new strategies and learning in the course of daily classroom instruction, but had no way to show this development or to receive credit for it. The team wagered that micro-credentials would appeal to educators who wanted new ways to include practice-based learning into their professional advancement, and that they would simultaneously present an opportunity to facilitate personalized and competency-based professional learning.

To prepare for the pilot, the Innovative Learning team selected micro-credentials from the Digital Promise library that aligned to the district's instructional priorities. The team put out a call to the entire district to invite participation, and approximately 100 educators signed up. The team convened pilot participants in the spring, then launched a rapid three-week pilot. Teams of educators in schools were encouraged to work together on a single micro-credential to provide the district and Digital Promise teams with feedback about accessibility and engagement.

Over the summer the district and Digital Promise teams studied pilot data and determined the best way to move forward. Rather than attempt to roll out to the whole district, the teams decided to continue working with the same initial cohort of early adopters, but to deepen and extend the pilot. They created stackable micro-credential...
“bundles,” thematically related micro-credentials, that educators could work on as a unit to improve their practice in meaningful ways. The second phase of the pilot focused on implementing and improving these aspects of the program model.

While micro-credentials offered educators valuable learning opportunities, they also presented opportunities to redesign certification and credentialing. As an initial step in this direction, district leadership worked with the Maryland State Department of Education to determine equivalencies between micro-credentials and continuing education credits. They agreed that two micro-credentials would equal one continuing education credit, which could be applied to an educator’s eligibility for recertification. Building on this valuable step forward educators expressed interest in applying micro-credentials for graduate credit, not just recertification credit. The district team was excited about this direction but realized its own limitations: staff struggled to manage the quality of micro-credentials provided by various issuers and had limited resources to review and provide feedback on educators’ demonstrations of learning.

BCPS saw an opportunity to work with a local institute of higher education, Towson University, to address both challenges. Towson agreed to develop and issue micro-credentials and engage their faculty as reviewers. They also agreed to translate these credentials into graduate credits that could eventually be applied toward a graduate credential. This arrangement was mutually beneficial. For Towson, the partnership would open access to new students and new revenue streams. For BCPS, the partnership would lessen the resources required to issue and validate micro-credentials. For educators, the partnership would allow them to translate practice-based professional learning into graduate credits and would therefore support their professional advancement. The BCPS-Towson pilot will launch in the 2018-19 school year. Both teams are optimistic and already considering opportunities to extend their partnership into educator preparation programs.

What has the BCPS team learned along the way? They reflect on three big lessons.

1. Educators need support while earning micro-credentials. BCPS was able to capitalize on a distributed leadership structure already in place in most schools, and empowered dedicated professional development teachers to play leadership roles with assisting their peers.

2. Communication is key. The Department of Innovative Learning created a cross-district working group with representatives of all impacted departments: professional learning, human resources and others. This approach kept critical district stakeholders engaged and enabled them to support the work.

3. Innovate within existing constraints. Innovative Learning leadership believes strongly that policy and structural barriers should not prevent innovation. Ryan Imbriale, Executive Director, puts it this way: “We innovate within the constraints provided and find a way to make it work.”

15 - REDESIGN ACCOUNTABILITY FOR RECIPROCITY AND IMPROVEMENT

Redesigning accountability systems can be one of the most powerful levers in the redesign of professional systems for competency-based education. Accountability systems designed for reciprocity ensure that federal, state, district, community, school and classroom-level actors have responsibility for learning that is proportionate to their roles, with no one stakeholder group holding disproportionate responsibility. Furthermore, reciprocal accountability ensures balance between support and accountability. In other words, if we hold someone accountable for something, we must also ensure that they have the knowledge and skills necessary to produce the outcomes for which they are accountable.

ORIENT ASSESSMENT TOWARD IMPROVEMENT

Reciprocal accountability begins with making assessment meaningful. As discussed earlier in this paper, meaningful assessment is used as and for student learning. Relatedly, assessment can be used as and for educator improvement, school improvement and district improvement. Accountability systems designed for improvement utilize multiple measures, balance time-bound and progress-related assessment of learning and share data transparently for the purposes of learning at all levels in the system.
Systems that use assessment for improvement have strong data systems, strong internal data cultures, and cultures of improvement based in trust. Often, developing trust begins with giving those most impacted by accountability - school leaders, educators and learners - the opportunity to contribute to the design and development of assessment and accountability systems. Not only does this approach lead to better-built systems and more meaningful assessment for learning, but it also shifts accountability to focus on learning. When school leaders, educators and students collaborate with district and state leaders, they begin to develop a culture of collective growth instead of fear and compliance.

**BALANCING ACCOUNTABILITY AND SUPPORT**

The traditional paradigm assumes that educators bear primary responsibility for implementing instruction and increasing student learning outcomes. This is problematic because it contributes to an imbalance: the degree of responsibility placed on educators is out of proportion with the support provided to them. As a result, educators often lack the knowledge and skill to meet expectations and support student learning. And, this imbalance can breed mistrust; educators can come to resent leaders in central office and beyond, who appear to hold more authority but have lesser accountability.

Competency-based systems balance accountability and support across all levels of the education system. The imperative for educators to improve is balanced with the imperative to invest in their capacity. Responsibility is shared. Educators assume responsibility for shifting their practice to meet student needs, even when this is challenging, inconvenient, or uncomfortable. They invest in their own learning, challenge previously held assumptions and ways of working, and try new things even when it would be easier not to. They embrace responsibility for student learning; they do not simply teach the content required and measure how much students learned, but continually adapt instruction and supports to meet each learner where they are and support them on the road to meeting high expectations. Systems leaders assume equal and commensurate responsibility. They are responsible for building robust systems to help educators increase capacity, allocating resources accordingly, aligning systems to incentive and support the behaviors they ask of educators and managing the political processes of change. Educators rise to the demands of new practice to support students, and systems leaders rise to the demand of supporting educators.

The traditional paradigm assumes that individual educators are singularly responsible for student learning. Competency-based systems recognize the value and necessity of team-based approaches. If teams collaborate to design, facilitate and continuously improve student learning in and beyond the classroom, it is inadequate to have evaluations that assess quality at the individual level alone. Competency-based systems therefore explore collaborative accountability approaches. These include team-based evaluations and school-based evaluations that support improvement.

### Resources

#### Case Examples

- Accountability's New Frontier: Innovation From the States
- New Hampshire
  - Performance Assessment of Competency Education (PACE), New Hampshire
  - New Hampshire Performance Assessment Network
  - New Hampshire’s PACE Assessments: Transforming Assessments and Learning from the Ground Up

#### Research

- Reciprocal Accountability for Transformative Change: New Hampshire’s Performance Assessment of Competency Education
- California Core Districts
- Continuous Improvement and Accountability
- What a Continuous Improvement Accountability System Needs to Do
- Why Next Generation Accountability for Improvement is Important

For a complete list of resources, see pages 85–90.
Case Study: Vermont

The State of Vermont Agency of Education (AOE) models the principle of reciprocal accountability by providing a **statewide approach to continuous improvement**. The Education Quality Team implements the statewide approach utilizing principles of **improvement science**. As defined by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, a national leader in improvement science for education, “Improvement science deploys rapid tests of change to guide the development, revision and continued fine-tuning of new tools, processes, work roles and relationships.” In practice, the AOE guides and manages the statewide effort through four related strategies:

1. Training and support for applying an improvement science approach to continuous improvement planning;
2. Guiding the administration of comprehensive needs assessments and implementing continuous improvement plans;
3. Differentiating support and monitoring of continuous improvement plans; and
4. Organizing and managing systems of Networked Improvement Communities (NICs) in which schools can test and revise improvement theories, as well as share promising practices.

The AOE articulates a powerful theory of action about its own role in this work, emphasizing its commitment to model evidence-based approaches, engage in collaboration and community partnerships, operate with transparency, and invest deeply in educator capacity. In its own words, the AOE explains its commitment: “Our Education Quality Team (formerly School Effectiveness) is committed to providing evidence-informed, differentiated technical assistance, resources, professional learning opportunities and support to local education agencies, based on a coherent education quality framework for continuous improvement. Our goal is to build statewide capacity, equity, internal accountability and improve educational outcomes for all.”

The entire continuous improvement model is organized around statewide **Education Quality Standards**. Standards are organized in broad areas, including: curriculum and instruction, flexible pathways, personalized learning plans, graduation requirements, needs-based professional learning, comprehensive local assessment systems, and continuous improvement plans. Annually, schools and districts create continuous improvement plans. These plans are intended to provide guidance to teams as they undergo efforts to continually adapt and refine practices to improve learner outcomes. The AOE provides a number of resources to support the continuous improvement planning process.

- **Education Quality and Continuous Improvement Framework**
- **Continuous Improvement Video**
- **Improvement Driver Diagram**
- **Improvement Fishbone Diagram Template**
- **Continuous Improvement Plan-Do-Study-Act Template**

The AOE evaluates Education Quality through two primary mechanisms: an Annual Snapshot Review and an **Integrated Field Review** (IRF). Annual snapshots capture quantitative data. IRFs are holistic, community-driven and improvement-oriented school quality visits and reviews.

IRFs engage multiple district teams - including superintendents, school leaders and educators - to visit each other’s schools and provide constructive feedback relative to the quality standards. The reviews are built around a few big ideas.

1. Multiple sources of data - The IRF process uses a holistic set of data points, including observations, interviews and document review. This presents a more authentic picture of a school’s quality and progress.
2. Student voice - Students are deeply engaged in the IRF process, lending credibility to the findings and modeling the value of learner voice.

3. Collective responsibility - District teams visit one another's schools. Leaders in the system reflect that this “whole system engagement” is critical to building collective responsibility for learner outcomes, both within school systems and across them.

4. Transparency - IRFs provide communities with much richer information about education quality than data snapshots alone. IRF transparency builds trust with communities.

5. Improvement - IRFs provide leaders at all levels with actionable information about improvement priorities and strategies. The visits deepen their continuous improvement efforts.

Vermont’s approach exemplifies reciprocal accountability at the state level. Vermont uses systems of evaluation and assessment for accountability and improvement, invests deeply in school quality and educator capacity, and engages stakeholders at all levels in the design and implementation of quality evaluation practices.

Local leaders share how the IRF process contributes to a culture of improvement in their district and schools. Andrew Jones, Director of Curriculum at Mill River Unified School District (MRUUSD), explains. “Formative assessments like the IRF are important from the state policy level all the way down to the classroom. The process mirrors how we approach professional learning in MRUUSD, emphasizing a culture of innovation and risk-taking. Putting proficiency-based learning into practice is incredibly complex and requires extended sensemaking by administrators and teachers alike. It requires educators to apply new strategies, rethink their pedagogy and uproot potentially long held, beliefs, values, and practices about teaching. We are always learning and improving, and engaging in the IFR process provided us with an avenue to collaborate and reflect on our practices. Neighboring schools and districts that were part of the regional IFR team were able to see how educators in our district implemented proficiency-based learning in their classrooms and to hear from administrators about underlying infrastructure that guided the work at the systems level. On our end, our leadership team used the IFR report as a resource in revising the district Continuous Improvement Plan. The recommendations and commendations laid out in the IFR report helped us rethink some of our approaches, but also recognized that many current structures are working well.”

**Reflection Questions**

1. Do educator pipelines meet needs in your system? Do you have plans to address specific regional, academic, or equity-based priorities? Do certification policies align to your expectations for student learning and educator competency?

2. Do educator preparation programs develop the types of educators you need? Do they align to learning sciences and reinforce your vision for student learning? Is higher education a partner in your system’s transformation efforts? How can it be?

3. Do your policies, practices and contracts allow room for teachers to experience meaningful role advancement and growth? Do you have flexibilities in place to support differentiated professional pathways? Do staffing models engage strong educators to support their peers and maximize student learning?

4. Does certification support professional advancement? Can educators apply authentic learning toward credentials? Does credentialing personalize professional learning?

5. Do systems of accountability allocate responsibility fairly across all levels of the system? Do you have systems in place for continuous improvement and learning? Are students, educators and leaders given the resources and supports they need to meet expectations for student success and professional practice?
Thus far this paper has organized change levers thematically to paint a picture of a teaching profession aligned to the purpose and outcomes of competency-based education: one that is equity-oriented, learning-centered and lifelong. To translate this vision into action it is helpful to locate proposed strategies across the system at various levels of practice. The following section presents a map: a snapshot of change levers that can be adopted by states, districts, schools and institutes of higher education.

These are not the only four sectors with the right or the power to engage in the process of shifting professional practice. Educators, families, community organizations and other leaders can play critical roles in the paradigm shift: they can advocate and mobilize change, coordinate and facilitate change, and contribute to change efforts as partners and collaborators. This section begins with states, districts, schools and higher education because these are the institutions currently endowed with the formal authority to make the changes proposed. It concludes with a discussion about the role of communities in enacting and sustaining change, in alignment with the values of decentralizing power and enacting bottoms-up approaches.

Strategies for State, District, School and Higher Education Leaders

Navigating change requires a systems-oriented approach. It requires seeing the big picture, not merely the contributions of individual actors or institutions. It means identifying opportunities for leadership at different levels, accounting for the levels of authority and control currently allocated to different levels of the education system based on historic and bureaucratic design. At the same time, also means identifying opportunities for collaboration across levels of the system to create alignment, maximize political will and realize the full potential for change. And, it requires considering how environmental factors influences change efforts: how individuals, communities and systems interact in their larger social, economic and political contexts.114

This section maps change strategies from the previous section to leaders in states, districts, schools and institutes of higher education. Notably, change strategies are not exclusive to any one level. In all cases, leaders from two or more parts of the system need to be actively engaged to successfully enact change. For this reason, the map can be read in three ways:

1. First, leaders can look at change strategies within their own locus of control at the state, district, school, or university.
2. Second, leaders can identify critical partnerships, asking, “if I am going to engage in this work, who do I need to have alongside me?”
3. Third, leaders can identify high-potential change levers. These are clusters of strategies that can result in significant and systemic change when implemented together.

Learners, educators and community are not directly identified in this section. However, the first change strategy for each level of the system is “elevate learners, educators and communities as partners.” It is an assumption that any and all change efforts must be participatory and democratic to be successful. The subsequent section of this report will detail specific ways that learner, educator and community leaders can affect change and why they are vital leaders in the paradigm shift.
## Change Strategies by Level of the System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATE LEVERS</th>
<th>EQUITY-ORIENTED</th>
<th>LEARNING-CENTERED</th>
<th>LIFELONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Elevate learners, educators and communities as partners</td>
<td>(6) Articulate competency-based pathways</td>
<td>(11) Diversify pathways into the profession</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity</td>
<td>(8) Develop meaningful systems of assessments and evaluation</td>
<td>(12) Redesign educator preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Increase flexibility for learner-centered practice</td>
<td>(10) Innovate with Focused Experimentation and Learning</td>
<td>(13) Diversify pathways through the profession</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(14) Redesign credentialing and certification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(15) Redesign accountability for reciprocity and improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States play pivotal roles in creating professional systems and policies. They model equity-oriented practice at all levels by facilitating inclusive processes and use community feedback to identify and mitigate institutional barriers to equity like resource allocation, assessment practices, access to quality learning opportunities and workforce composition and distribution. States are also key in decentralizing power; they can remove antiquated regulations from state code and push appropriate leadership and decision-making to local communities. From a learning standpoint, states can convene collaborative efforts to define learner and educator competencies. They can create tools and exemplars that help local leaders, educators and communities to understand competencies. With clarity about competencies, districts are then able to create the learner and educator pathways that respond to the needs and priorities in their communities. And, states can catalyze innovation by investing in innovation efforts and enacting policy that supports innovation research and development. Specifically, they can invest in new learning designs in schools and districts through innovation zones, pilot programs and enabling policies like credit flexibility and mastery-based diplomas.115

Arguably, states can be most pivotal in shifting policies and structures that will make teaching a lifelong profession. State leaders can enact policy that enables more balanced and authentic systems of assessments at the local level. State leaders, in cooperation with higher education and districts, set vision, direction and outcomes that guide the development of new teacher pathways, the redesign of certification and credentialing and the balance of responsibility across levels of the larger system. While higher education leaders must lead the way on redesigning educator preparation, states must be at the table for this process; they help align preparation with state and local needs as well as learner and educator competencies.
### DISTRICT LEVERS

#### EQUITY-ORIENTED
1. Elevate learners, educators and communities as partners
2. Mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity
3. Promote culturally responsive instruction
4. Increase flexibility for learner-centered practice

#### LEARNING-CENTERED
6. Articulate competency-based pathways
7. Facilitate professional learning that improves practice
8. Develop meaningful systems of assessments and evaluation
9. Establish structures for distributed leadership and collaboration
10. Innovate with Focused Experimentation and Learning

#### LIFELONG
13. Diversify pathways through the profession
14. Redesign credentialing and certification
15. Redesign accountability for reciprocity and improvement

District leaders are vital in establishing equity-oriented cultures and redesigning systems of learning for students and educators alike. As is true at all levels of practice, this begins with enacting participatory processes that purposefully integrate educator, learner and community voice. Districts can be particularly pivotal in creating the conditions necessary for mitigating bias. This means conducting an inventory of practices that intentionally or unintentionally perpetuate inequity. And, it means allocating resources to help schools work with educators to address individual bias and increase capacity for culturally responsive instruction and inclusion. Districts, like states, can also catalyze equity and innovation by removing restrictive policies and practices that inhibit school-level flexibility, and therefore inhibit learner-centered practice: curriculum scope and sequence, uniform school day and school year calendars, antiquated information technology and learning management systems and others.

Districts lead the work of redesigning professional learning systems in alignment with competency-based learning systems for students. District leaders facilitate processes of defining educator learning pathways, working alongside educators and school leaders, developing guidelines and supports for professional learning structures, and enacting the supports and flexibilities necessary for distributed leadership. District leaders are particularly important in redesigning assessment and evaluation practices, as educator evaluation, learner assessment and learner grading are largely within district purview to change.

Though district leaders have limited authority to affect change in educator preparation or preparation pathways, they are key actors in diversifying pathways through the profession and aligning those pathways new authentic forms of certification and credentialing. District leaders can accelerate innovations in micro-credentialing, for example, by aligning educator roles, leadership, evaluation and even pay to micro-credentials earned. And finally, while states may have the most leverage in redesigning systems of reciprocal accountability, district leaders are also key. District leaders can ensure that responsibility is shared between central office and schools and lead the way to ensure educators have the supports they need to develop the knowledge, skills and dispositions required for new roles.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL LEVERS</th>
<th>EQUITY-ORIENTED</th>
<th>LEARNING-CENTERED</th>
<th>LIFELONG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Elevate learners, educators and communities as partners</td>
<td>(7) Facilitate professional learning that improves practice</td>
<td>(13) Diversify pathways through the profession</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity</td>
<td>(9) Establish structures for distributed leadership and collaboration</td>
<td>(14) Redesign credentialing and certification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Develop cultures of inclusion and learning</td>
<td>(10) Innovate with Focused Experimentation and Learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Promote culturally responsive instruction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Increase flexibility for learner-centered practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schools are vital units of change and improvement in competency-based education; while districts and states enact policies and create conditions that support competency-based practice, schools are where the majority of implementation occurs. As such, they play critical leadership roles in informing policy, enacting systems and continually improving practice.

Educators and school leaders bring equity-oriented practice to life. They are the primary agents of family and community engagement, as it is the daily actions of educators and leaders that shape relationships between schools and their larger communities. Likewise, while all levels of the system have a responsibility to mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity and help increase capacity for culturally responsive instruction, schools pay particularly important roles in facilitating the listening, learning and development processes that enable educators to do this challenging work. Put differently, districts can allocate resources and set direction for bias initiatives and culturally responsive instruction training, but their success comes down to what happens within school communities. One way schools do this is by creating cultures of learning and inclusion: developing structures and allocating time for people—educators, learners and families—to be in relationship with each other and establish trust. School leaders can play a critical role in establishing trust when they invest in relationships, model consistency and operate with competency. And, schools can create the conditions for equity work by increasing flexibility, empowering educators, learners and families to be leaders in the process.

Undoubtedly, school leaders and educators should be at the table when districts and states are defining competencies and pathways. Schools’ real point of leverage, however, is in creating the culture and structure for authentic learning, collaboration, innovation and improvement. Concretely, this means putting in place schedules and structures for collaboration and team learning, creating systems for personalized goal setting and progress monitoring, facilitating learning and feedback that improves practice and creating learning systems that allow educators to try, test and grow new practices. Most changes associated with making teaching a lifelong profession cannot be enacted from the school level alone, as they require policy change beyond a school’s locus of control. However, schools do play two important roles. First, schools help diversify educator pathways by building flexible staffing and flexible schedules that enable educators to specialize in their roles. Second, schools can be leaders in the area of implementing micro-credentials. Schools can create professional learning pathways with micro-credentials, help educators specialize in their roles based on micro-credentials earned, and promote collaboration between educators as they earn micro-credentials.
Higher education and K-12 are often regarded and treated as two separate institutions. However, higher education wields significant influence in K-12 education in several ways, most notably in preparing the K-12 education workforce.

Universities, colleges and preparation programs can be instrumental in developing an equity-oriented profession. Specifically, they can contribute to efforts to mitigate bias, promote culturally responsive instruction, and develop cultures of inclusion and learning. The first way they do this is by creating learning environments for future educators that model these values and practices. Educators cannot practice what they do not experience, so it is important that their preparation programs expose them to equity-oriented pedagogies and cultures. The second way universities, colleges and preparation programs enact equity is by building educators’ capacities as equity-oriented practitioners. Institutes of higher education can explicitly name these areas of knowledge, skill and disposition as important competencies and prioritize them in coursework, clinical work and mentorship.

Higher education is not directly responsible for setting pathways for educator competency development in the field. Higher education is, however, engaged in creating pathways for competency development and developing systems of meaningful assessment in preparation programs. They can align educator preparation with expectations for student learning in the field and create opportunities for future educators to build competency in key areas like competency-based learning design and assessment literacy. And, preparation programs can develop educators’ mindsets and skills for innovation and improvement by integrating innovation structures into learning. Learning experiences such as design studios can model habits of innovation. Furthermore, preparation programs can engage their students - future educators - as collaborators in their own design and redesign processes to model learner agency and engagement.

Higher education is perhaps most instrumental in making teaching a lifelong profession. Obviously, higher education leaders are most uniquely and directly positioned to redesign educator preparation and diversify pathways into the profession, albeit in close partnership with states, districts and schools. Beyond this direct point of influence, higher education can also enable and expand efforts to redesign credentialing. They can do this from a policy standpoint alongside state leaders and can also do this by working with districts to co-design micro-credential pathways tied to higher education or continuing education credits.

**Change Strategies Across the System**

The table below depicts change strategies across the system. This view is helpful in illuminating points of interdependency and collaboration for leaders as they prepare to plan and execute change strategies with a systems orientation.
Four strategies cut across all levels of practice: elevating learners, educators and communities as partners; mitigating individual and institutional bias; engaging focused experimentation and learning; and redesigning credentialing and certification. This is significant for two reasons. First, these strategies present ripe opportunities for collaboration across all levels of the system. Second, the fact that all levels of the system are responsible for these strategies reflects the core values and ethos of competency-based education: engaging participatory and bottoms-up processes, directly confronting equity, practicing innovation and continuous improvement and creating competency-based learning pathways for all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change Strategy</th>
<th>Higher Ed</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Elevate learners, educators and communities as partners</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Develop cultures of inclusion and learning</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Promote culturally responsive instruction</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Increase flexibility for learner-centered practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Articulate competency-based pathways</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Facilitate professional learning that improves practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Develop meaningful systems of assessments and evaluation</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Establish structures for distributed leadership and collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Innovate with Focused Experimentation and Learning</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Diversify pathways into the profession</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Redesign educator preparation</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Diversify pathways through the profession</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Redesign credentialing and certification</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Redesign accountability for reciprocity and improvement</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Change Strategies Across the System

Leaders sometimes wonder “what are the most impactful changes, and where should I start?” This paper is not an implementation roadmap—it does not suggest a specific order or sequence of changes—but this section highlights individual strategies that can be powerful levers for systems changed when designed and implemented together.

#### (1) Elevate learners, educators and communities as partners

Create foundations for equity-based practices - Engage leaders at all levels in participatory, community-engaged processes to understand and address barriers to equity. Provide leaders at all levels with ample autonomy to enact changes that mitigate bias and dismantle barriers within their locus of control.

#### (2) mitigate individual and institutional barriers to equity

#### (5) Increase flexibility for learner-centered practice

#### (6) Articulate competency-based pathways

Develop new professional pathways - After defining competencies, lead a holistic design process to articulate and align educator’s learning pathways, professional pathways and the approaches to certification and credentialing that will support both.

#### (13) Diversify pathways through the profession

#### (14) Redesign credentialing and certification

#### (7) Facilitate professional learning that improves practice

Create cultures of authentic adult learning - Take action to ensure that all parts of the system share a vision and understanding of high-quality professional learning. Engage leaders to define the policies and structures that will allow educators to lead innovation and improvements, taking risks in their practice, including evaluation systems that support learning and enable innovation.

#### (10) Innovate with focused experimentation and learning

#### (8) Develop meaningful systems of assessments and evaluation

#### (11) Diversify pathways into the profession

Create policy and systems to prepare and sustain educators - Leaders at all levels can reimagine and align educator preparation, pathways into the profession, certification and credentialing. Taken together and in alignment, these strategies can lead to significant change in educator’s careers.

#### (12) Redesign educator preparation

#### (14) Redesign credentialing and certification
Enacting Pressure and Support: Roles for Educators and Communities

This paper outlines systems-level change strategies to create the workforce we need for growing and scaling competency-based education. Systems leaders—state, district, school and higher education—are vital players in the changes outlined, as they are formally endowed with the authority needed to shift policy, structure and practice. And yet, public education is not comprised of systems leaders alone. It is comprised of learners, educators, families, community leaders, nonprofit organizations, funders, advocates and researchers who care passionately about and are personally invested in education outcomes and equity. It is imperative that the paradigm shifts described in this paper integrate and elevate these stakeholders as critical partners in change. This is a matter of principle, as competency-based education systems are grounded in values of distributed leadership and co-creation. This is also a matter of pragmatism, as participatory processes will be better tailored to their communities, more impactful and more sustainable.

This section identifies three ways that communities can contribute to the paradigm shift in teaching: building political will, collaborating in design and collaborating in execution. While it is incumbent upon systems leaders to engage their communities, this section is not written for systems leaders. It is written specifically for families, educators, advocates and supporters.

Building Political Will - Communities can create urgency for change. They advocate for change when political will is lacking, and craft the compelling “why,” keeping learner and community needs at the forefront. Learners, families and educators are particularly vital voices, as they are the closest to what happens in schools day in and day out.

Community leaders can corral resources and form coalitions to enable change in ways that systems leaders cannot. This is especially true when there is trust lacking between communities and education systems; when trust is lacking, it is hard or even impossible for systems leaders to organize their communities. Community-based leaders have the social capital for this work. Sometimes, community leaders will organize coalitions and political will on behalf of systems leaders. Often, they will do so to challenge systems leaders. Conflict is inherent, even necessary, to effective change processes. Community coalitions can put pressure on education systems and offer productive challenge to produce more responsive solutions and better outcomes.

Researchers can play key roles in change processes, because they can contribute to or even direct the conversation about impact, outcomes and quality. Specific to the topic of professional practice for competency-based education, researchers can develop, study and promote multiple measures of student success and educator competency and provide the field with an evidence base for effective professional learning. These efforts can advance the national conversation about new approaches to professional learning and development and to support continuous improvement.

Collaborating in Design - Communities are co-creators whose perspectives and expertise are essential to effective change processes. Engagement models sometimes focus on community consultation, collecting input and feedback to guide design. This is valuable but insufficient. Communities need to be at the table as partners in design from the beginning.

Community leaders, families, learners and educators can sit on design teams to set vision, lead design and devise implementation plans. Optimally, community co-creators share leadership in these processes; they help structure the design process itself, enlist

“[Community engagement is] the process of working collaboratively with and through groups of people affiliated by geographic proximity, special interest, or similar situations to address issues affecting the wellbeing of those people. It is a powerful vehicle for bringing about environmental and behavioral changes that will improve the health of the community and its members. It often involves partnerships and coalitions that help mobilize resources and influence systems, change relationships among partners, and serve as catalysts for changing policies, programs and practices.”

- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Principles of Community Engagement, 1997
additional input and support, and communicate design plans to communities. This approach is consistent with competency-based education’s emphasis on decentralizing leadership and sharing power, and it increases community ownership.

Collaborative design processes are complex, especially when they involve multiple organizations across multiple levels of the K-12 and higher education systems. Community organizations can play important roles as facilitators of change processes, coordinating participants, timelines and helping manage progress against desired outcomes. Having community in a facilitator role is especially valuable when leaders from different organizations or institutions want to share power on an equal playing ground during a design process. For example, state leaders can collaborate more effectively alongside districts and schools when an independent entity is facilitating.

Collaborating in Execution - Competency-based systems extend learning beyond the classroom, raise expectations for educators and leaders and catalyze significant structural shifts in education at all levels. They broaden the scope of education beyond the walls of school and raise the complexity associated with teaching and leading. Managing this breadth and complexity requires partnership. Whereas the traditional paradigm assumes that educators, school leaders and administrators are singularly responsible for managing learning, competency-based systems engage communities as collaborators and co-producers. These partners play vital and valued roles in providing learning opportunities, developing educators and managing ongoing systems change.

Community partners play important roles in student learning, working alongside educators. They serve as community project leads, mentors, apprenticeship leads, and more. Community organizations supplement states’ and districts’ capacity for developing educators and leaders, offering professional learning, designing micro-credentials and more. And community organizations help districts and states manage the complexity of change. They coordinate, facilitate, guide, evaluate and share the work of change processes related to new policy, new systems and new practices. In sum, states, districts and schools cannot go it alone. Engaging communities as collaborators and co-producers distributes leadership and ownership and helps system leaders manage the complexity of change.
Competency-based education holds potential for true transformation in public education. More and more states, districts and schools are embracing competency-based approaches in hopes of deepening learning, increasing equity and preparing all learners with the knowledge and skills to thrive. Their work challenges core assumptions about public education and demands dramatic changes in professional practice at all levels; realizing the promise of competency-based education will require growing a workforce with new sets of knowledge, skills and dispositions and shifting instructional practice at scale. Building on the work of innovators across the nation, we can now imagine what this workforce would look like. Even more, we can identify the systems that would need to be in place to continuously grow, develop and sustain this workforce over time.

Reimagining and redesigning professional practice for competency-based education will require action at all levels. Anyone can start this work in their community. Any parent, educator, principal, or superintendent. But, no one person can do it alone. The paradigm shift we envision in this paper will take coordinated, sustained effort. This paper is a calling to communities and leaders across the nation: to move toward mastery by growing and developing a new workforce for competency-based education.
Glossary

Assessment Literacy
Assessment literacy is the collection of knowledge and skills associated with appropriate assessment design, implementation, interpretation, and, most importantly, use. A critical aspect of assessment literacy is that educators and leaders know to create and/or select a variety of assessments to serve different purposes such as improving learning and teaching, grading, program evaluation and accountability. However, the most important component of assessment literacy is the degree to which educators and others are able to appropriately interpret the data coming from assessments and then take defensible instructional or other actions.

Calibration
Calibration is a process of adjusting results based on a comparison with a known standard or “calibration weight” in order to allow defensible comparisons of student assessment results; for example, across different entities (e.g., schools, districts, states). In order to define a calibration weight, we need to have something in common, either the same students taking different assessments or different students taking the same assessments. The latter is generally more practical, so common performance tasks have been administered to students in different schools, and district performance assessments serve as a “calibration weight” to evaluate the extent to which teachers in different locales evaluate the quality of student work similarly.

Comparability
Comparability is defined as the degree to which the results of assessments intended to measure the same learning targets produce the same or similar results. This involves multiple levels of documentation and evaluation starting from the consistency with which teachers in the same schools evaluate student work similarly and consistently, to the degree to which teachers in different schools and districts evaluate student performances consistently and similarly, and finally the degree to which the results from students taking one set of assessments can be compared to students taking a different set of assessments (such as comparing pilot and non-pilot districts). A determination of “comparable enough” for any type of score linking should be made based on clear documentation for how comparability is determined and that it is defensible.

Competency-Based Education
Competency education, also known as mastery-based, proficiency-based, or performance-based, is a school- or district wide structure that replaces the traditional structure to create a system that is designed for students to be successful (as compared to sorted) and leads to continuous improvement.

In 2011, 100 innovators in competency education came together for the first time. At that meeting, participants fine-tuned a working definition of high quality competency education, which includes five elements:

- Students advance upon demonstrated mastery.
- Competencies include explicit, measurable, transferable learning objectives that empower students.
- Assessment is meaningful and a positive learning experience for students.
- Students receive timely, differentiated support based on their individual learning needs.
- Learning outcomes emphasize competencies that include application and creation of knowledge, along with the development of important skills and dispositions.
Continuum or Learning Continuum
A continuum refers to the set of standards or learning targets along a span of education (for example, K-12 or performance levels 9-12). It is the set of expectations for what students should know and be able to do. However, it does not imply that students need to learn all of the standards in a linear way or be taught them based on their age-based grade level. The student learning trajectory and research on learning progressions should inform instruction.

Curriculum
There are many definitions of curriculum in education. Internationally, the term curriculum or curriculum frameworks refers to the high level knowledge and skills students are expected to learn and describe (i.e., competencies). The curriculum framework may include student learning objectives or learning standards. In the United States, the term curriculum also refers to the resources that teachers use when designing instruction and assessment to support student learning, including: the course syllabi, units and lessons that teachers teach; the assignments and projects given to students; the materials (books, videos, presentations, activities) used in a course, module, or unit; and the assessments used to evaluate student learning and check for understanding. CompetencyWorks will use the term learning experiences to refer to the design of the learning process and the accompanying set of resources to support student learning.

Culturally Responsive Teaching
First coined by Gloria Ladson-Billings in 1994, culturally responsive teaching is the pedagogical practice of recognizing, exploring, and responding to students’ cultural contexts, references, and experiences. Cultural responsiveness builds upon eight principles:

- Communication of High Expectations
- Active Teaching Methods
- Practitioner as Facilitator
- Inclusion of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students
- Cultural Sensitivity
- Reshaping the Curriculum or Delivery of Services
- Student-Controlled Discourse
- Small Group Instruction

The New York City Mastery Collaborative highlights that a competency-based approach can promote cultural responsiveness in the following ways:

- Transparency: path to success is clear and learning outcomes are relevant to students’ lives and interests. Shared criteria reduce opportunity for implicit bias.
- Facilitation shifts: refocus the roles of students and teachers to include flexible pacing, inquiry-based, collaborative approach to learning. Students drive their own learning, and teachers coach them.
- Positive learning identity: growth mindset and active learning build agency and affirm students’ identities as learners (academics, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, etc.).

Deeper Learning
The term deeper learning is often used to describe highly engaging learning experiences in which students apply skills and knowledge and build higher order skills. The Hewlett Foundation defines deeper learning as six competencies: master core academic content; think critically and solve complex problems; work collaboratively; communicate effectively; learn how to learn; and develop academic mindsets. Deeper learning intersects with competency-based education in multiple ways, including defining the learning outcomes; emphasis on lifelong learning skills such as academic mindset and learning how to learn; and importance of applying skills and knowledge to build competencies.
Educational Equity
There are many definitions of equity in education. CompetencyWorks will use the definition from the National Equity Project: Education equity means that each child receives what he or she needs to develop to his or her full academic and social potential. Working towards equity involves:

1. Ensuring equally high outcomes for all participants in our educational system; removing the predictability for success or failures that currently correlates with any social or cultural factor;
2. Interrupting inequitable practices, examining biases, and creating inclusive multicultural school environments for adults and children; and
3. Discovering and cultivating the unique gifts, talents, and interests that every human possesses.

Equality
Equality is related to the principles of fairness and justice. It refers to equal treatment and, in the past, has been used to refer to equal inputs. CompetencyWorks uses the term equality as an aspirational goal of all students reaching their full potential.

Fixed Mindset (See Growth Mindset)
Carol Dweck’s research suggests that students who have adopted a fixed mindset — the belief that they are either “smart” or “dumb” and there is no way to change this — may learn less than they could or learn at a slower rate, while also shying away from challenges (since poor performance might either confirm they can’t learn, if they believe they are “dumb,” or indicate that they are less intelligent than they think, if they believe they are “smart”). Dweck’s findings also suggest that when students with fixed mindsets fail at something, as they inevitably will, they tend to tell themselves they can’t or won’t be able to do it (“I just can’t learn Algebra”), or they make excuses to rationalize the failure (“I would have passed the test if I had had more time to study”). (Adapted from the Glossary of Education Reform edglossary.org.) The traditional system of education was developed based upon a fixed mindset and resulted in a belief that part of the K-12 system’s function was to sort students.

Growth Mindset (See Fixed Mindset)
The concept of a growth mindset was developed by psychologist Carol Dweck and popularized in her book, Mindset: The New Psychology of Success. Students who embrace growth mindsets — the belief that they can learn more or become smarter if they work hard and persevere — may learn more, learn it more quickly, and view challenges and failures as opportunities to improve their learning and skills. Dweck’s work has also shown that a “growth mindset” can be intentionally taught to students. (Adapted from the Glossary of Education Reform edglossary.org.) Competency education is grounded in the idea that all students can succeed with the right supports, including learning how to have a growth mindset.

Habits of Success
Habits of Success (also called habits of work and habits of mind) are directly related to the ability of students to take ownership of their learning and become self-directed learners. There are a variety of Habits of Work (specific practices or behaviors) and Habits of Mind (skills, perspectives, and orientation) that help students succeed in school or the workplace. Schools tend to focus on a few of the habits of work and mind to help students learn the skills they need to take ownership of their learning. See Learning and Leading with Habits of Mind.

Higher Order Skills/Deeper Learning Competencies
Higher order skills refer to skills needed to apply academic skills and knowledge to real-world problems. The term can refer to the higher levels on Bloom’s or Webb’s taxonomy or to a set of skills such as creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, working collaboratively, communicating effectively, and an academic or growth mindset.

Learning Resources
The materials explored during a course, module, unit, or activity: videos, images, audio, texts, presentations, etc.

Learning Experiences
The term learning experiences is used to convey the process and activities that students engage in to learn skills and knowledge. The term refers to the package of outcomes and targets, activities, resources, assessments, and pedagogical strategies that are associated with a course, module, or unit. In the United States, this is generally referred to as curriculum. (See definition of Curriculum.)
**Learning Progression**
Learning progressions are research-based approaches and maps how students learn key concepts and skills as described in Achieve’s briefing *The Role of Learning Progressions in Competency-Based Pathways*.

**Learning Sciences**
The learning sciences are concerned with “the interdisciplinary empirical investigation of learning as it exists in real-world settings.” Core components of learning sciences research include:

- Research on thinking: including how the mind works to process, store, retrieve, and perceive information;
- Research on learning processes: including how people use “constellations of memories, skills, perceptions, and ideas” to think and solve problems, and the role that different types of literacies play in learning; and
- Research on learning environments: including how people learn in different contexts other than a direct instruction environment with a core principle of creating learner-centered learning environments.

**Lifelong Learning Skills**
In the paper *Lifelong Learning Skills for College and Career Readiness: Considerations for Education Policy*, AIR describes lifelong learning skills as providing “the foundation for learning and working. They broadly support student thinking, self-management, and social interaction, enabling the pursuit of education and career goals.” CompetencyWorks uses the term to capture the skills that enable students to be successful in life, navigating new environments, and managing their own learning. This includes a growth mindset, habits of success, social and emotional skills, metacognitive skills, and higher order/ deeper learning competencies.

**Moderation**
Moderation is a process used to evaluate and improve comparability. The process involves having teachers (or others) work to develop a common understanding of varying levels of quality of student work. Moderation processes are often used as part of calibration, but moderation is a way to evaluate comparability while calibration is the adjustment based on these findings.

**Personalized Learning**
iNACOL defines personalized learning as “tailoring learning for each student’s strengths, needs and interests—including enabling student voice and choice in what, how, when and where they learn—to provide flexibility and supports to ensure mastery of the highest standards possible.” Personalized learning takes into account students’ differing zones of proximal development with regards to academic and cognitive skills, as well as within the physical, emotional, metacognitive, and other domains. Barbara Bray and Kathleen McClaskey explain in the PDI Chart that personalized learning is learner-centered, whereas the related approaches of differentiation and individualization are teacher-centered. Thus, teachers may use a personalized and differentiated approach to meet students where they are.

**Social and Emotional Learning**
According to CASEL, “social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process through which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions.” They focus on the development of five competencies: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making.

**Student Agency**
Student agency or student ownership of their education refers to the skills and the level of autonomy that a student has to shape their learning experiences. Schools that want to develop student agency will need strategies to coach students in the lifelong learning skills (growth mindset, meta-cognition, social and emotional learning, and habits of work and learning) and to establish practices that allow students to have choice, voice, opportunity for co-design and the ability to shape their learning trajectories.
**Student Learning Trajectories**
*CompetencyWorks* refers to trajectories as the unique personalized path each student travels to achieve learning goals on the way to graduation. Educators apply what is known about learning progressions toward helping students make progress on their trajectory.

**Universal Design for Learning (UDL)**
CAST defines Universal Design for Learning as “a framework to improve and optimize teaching and learning for all people based on scientific insights into how humans learn.” UDL guides the design of instructional goals, assessments, methods, and materials that can be customized and adjusted to meet individual needs.

**Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)**
A term developed by psychologist Lev Vygotsky to refer to the moment(s) during the learning process that lives between what one can do on one’s own and what one cannot do at all. It is the zone in which guidance and support is needed in order to become independently competent. A personalized approach to learning provides students with access to learning experiences attuned to students’ individual ZPD — which sometimes overlaps with others’, but frequently may not.
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• Teaching Lab  
http://www.teachinglab.org/

• Kenowa Hills Lab  
https://knowledgeworks.org/resources/approach-professional-development-support-personalize-learning/

• PEBCC Lab Classrooms  
https://www.pebc.org/approach-to-teacher-learning/

• Lesson Study  
http://www.americanradioworks.org/segments/a-different-approach-to-teacher-learning-lesson-study/
• Denver Public Schools Imaginarium Communities of Practice
  https://imaginarium.dpsk12.org/opportunity/community-of-practice

Case Study: Kettle Moraine School District

• Ten-Part Series
  https://www.competencyworks.org/case-study/kettle-moraine-where-the-future-of-education-is-being-created-student-by-student/?x=0&y=0&sf_s=kettle+moraine+&.+&...#more-16917

• Learning Continuum

• Practicing What They Preach: Micro-Credentialing at Kettle Moraine

• Watch videos about Kettle Moraine’s micro-credential program at the district’s Future Ready site.
  https://www.kmsd.edu/futureready

8 - Develop Meaningful Systems of Assessments and Evaluation

• Student Performance Assessment
  https://scale.stanford.edu/student/assessment-system

• Teaching Performance Assessment
  https://scale.stanford.edu/teaching/assessment-system

• Threshold Concept: Assessment Literacy
  https://www.competencyworks.org/understanding-competency-education/threshold-concept-assessment-literacy/?x=0&y=0&sf_s=assessment

• New York Performance Standards Consortium
  http://www.performanceassessment.org

• Assessment for Learning Project
  https://www.assessmentforlearningproject.org/

• Assessment for Learning Project: Rethinking Assessment for Deeper Learning

• Rethinking Systems of Assessments and Building Educator Capacity

• The Innovative Assessment Pilot

• Rethinking Teacher Evaluation for the Competency-Based Grading and Reporting Environment
  https://www.competencyworks.org/reflections/rethinking-teacher-evaluation-for-the-competency-based-grading-reporting-environment/?x=0&y=0&sf_s=teacher+collaboration

9 - Establish Structures for Distributed Leadership and Collaboration

• Collective Leadership Blog
  https://www.teachingquality.org/blog/collectiveleadership2018/

• Teacher Collaboration Practices
  https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/search?query=teacher+collaboration

• Curriculum Camp
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJXiejAk1NU&list=PLaXzAQwtzpf7ci5Qc2D-tQmEIf-yZx6pq

• Distributed Leadership at Kettle Moraine
  https://www.competencyworks.org/case-study/distributed-leadership-at-kettle-moraine/

• 10 Principles to Move Your School Toward Distributed Leadership
  https://www.competencyworks.org/reflections/10-principles-to-move-your-school-toward-distributive-leadership/

• 4 Things to Know about Distributed Leadership
  http://k12education.gatesfoundation.org/blog/4-key-things-know-distributed-leadership/

• Teacher Collaboration in a Competency-Based Learning Environment
  https://www.competencyworks.org/insights-into-implementation/setting-the-pace-teacher-assessment-practices-in-a-competency-based-education-system/?x=0&y=0&sf_s=assessment

• Stop, Collaborate and Listen! To Enhance Personalized Learning
  https://www.edelements.com/blog/stop-collaborate-and-listen-to-enhance-personalized-learning

Case Study: Tri-County Early College

• Tri-County Early College
  https://www.tricountyearlycollege.org/

• MasteryConnect
  https://www.masteryconnect.com/

10 - Innovate with Focused Experimentation and Learning

• Multiple Measures Data and Reporting in Vermont and California

• Setting the PACE: Teacher Assessment Practices in a Competency-Based Education System
  https://www.competencyworks.org/insights-into-implementation/setting-the-pace-teacher-assessment-practices-in-a-competency-based-education-system/?x=0&y=0&sf_s=assessment

• State Innovation Zones: Creating Policy Flexibility for Personalized Learning
11 - Diversify Pathways Into the Profession

Case Study: Dallas Independent School District

- Innovation in Teaching Fellowship
  https://www.thepltoolbox.com/fellowship.html
- Design Thinking
  http://scpd.stanford.edu/ppc/design-thinking-courses-workshops-and-programs?utm_source=google&utm_medium=ppc&utm_campaign=DT&vsrefdom=Adwords-Other&gclid=Cj0KCQjwk_TbBRDsdARIsAALISO5G6IChvb6_HCZeQDMSq4E6EDEouisxJPnHxDrJt8u8_OOGLf0ulkaAptkEALw_wcB

12 - Redesign Educator Preparation

Case Study: Virginia

- Profile of a Virginia Graduate
  http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/graduation/profile-grad/
- High School Program Innovation
- Performance-Based Assessments
  http://www.doe.virginia.gov/testing/local_assessments/index.shtml
- Jobs for the Future
  https://www.jff.org/
- College of William and Mary
  https://www.wm.edu/

13 - Diversify Pathways Through the Profession

- The Decade-Plus Teaching Career: How to Retain Effective Teachers through Teacher Leadership
- Designing Career Ladder Programs for Teachers and Principals
- Teach +Plus
  https://teachplus.org/
• Opportunity Culture: Extending the Reach of Excellent Teaching
  http://opportunityculture.org/
• Charlotte Mecklenburg Project L.I.F.T
  https://opportunityculture.org/reach/case-studies/
• Denver Public Schools Teacher Leadership and Collaboration
  http://thecommons.dpsk12.org/Page/147
• Leading Educators
  http://www.leadingeducators.org/whatwedo

14 - Redesign Credentialing and Certification

• Making Educator Professional Learning Personalized and Competency-Based Through Micro-Credentials
• Micro-Credentials: Personalizing Professional Development for Educators
  https://www.inacol.org/resource/micro-credentials-personalizing-professional-development-educators/
• A Movement Towards Personalized Professional Learning: An Exploration of Six Educator Micro-credentialing Programs
• Micro-credentials: Igniting Impact in the Ecosystem
• Kettle Moraine; Micro-Credentials
• Micro-credential Case Studies
  https://digitalpromise.org/initiative/educator-micro-credentials/video-case-studies/

Case Study: Baltimore County Public Schools

• Department of Innovative Learning
  http://dci.bcps.org/department/innovative_learning
• Digital Promise
  https://digitalpromise.org/
• Digital Promise library
  https://microcredentials.digitalpromise.org/explore
• Towson University
  https://www.towson.edu/

15 - Redesign Accountability for Reciprocity and Improvement

• Accountability’s New Frontier: Innovation From the States
• Performance Assessment of Competency Education (PACE), New Hampshire
  https://www.education.nh.gov/assessment-systems/pace.htm
• New Hampshire Performance Assessment Network
  https://www.education.nh.gov/assessment-systems/
• New Hampshire’s PACE Assessments: Transforming Assessments and Learning from the Ground Up
• Reciprocal Accountability for Transformative Change: New Hampshire’s Performance Assessment of Competency Education
• California Core Districts
  https://coredistricts.org/
• Continuous Improvement and Accountability
  https://www.advanc-ed.org/source/continuous-improvement-and-accountability
• What a Continuous Improvement Accountability System Needs to Do
  https://www.advanc-ed.org/source/what-continuous-improvement-accountability-system-needs-do
• Why Next Generation Accountability for Improvement is Important
  https://www.inacol.org/news/next-generation-accountability-continuous-improvement-important/

Case Study: Baltimore County Public Schools

• Statewide Approach to Continuous Improvement
  https://education.vermont.gov/vermont-schools/education-quality-assurance
• Improvement Science
• Education Quality Standards
• Education Quality and Continuous Improvement Framework
• Continuous Improvement Video
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETWVbQ6oUxw&feature=youtu.be
• Improvement Driver Diagram
• Improvement Fishbone Diagram Template
  https://education.vermont.gov/documents/edu-fishbone-diagram-template
• Continuous Improvement Plan-Do-Study-Act Template
  https://education.vermont.gov/documents/edu-continuous-improvement-pdsa-worksheet
• Integrated Field Review
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jsTrbxZiGs&list=PLaXzAQwtpwj4BV62FEi0YQrM450Gb19gF#action=share
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